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Calloway Co.
listed as third
healthiest
county in Ky.
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County has been
listed as the third healthiest
county in Kentucky.
The Top 10 list includes
Boone, Oldham, Calloway,
Lyon.
Scott,
Woodford,
Washington. Owen, Franklin
and Fayette. according to a
newly-released report by the
Wisconsin
of
University
Population Health Institute and
released by the Associated Press
Tuesday. The least healthiest
counties were listed as Owsley,
Fulton.
Wolfe,
Martin,
Magoffin. Perry. Pike, Harlan.
Letcher and Knott The report
measured overall health in all
3.000 1'.S. counties.
Kentucky's
healthiest
counties are
located in the
and
central
western part of
the state: the
least healthy
counties are
primarily in
Elkins
e astern
Kentucky.
Judge-Executive
County
Larry Elkins said he was
pleased to hear the news and

site
nature
60th
KSNPC
dedicates
Calloway County's Blood River preserve is agency milestone
Special to. the Ledger
he Kentucky State Nature Preserves
Commission (KSNPC) recently
purchased 192 acres in Calloway
County. which was dedicated as the Blood
River State Nature Preserve(SNP)during
the commission's March meeting.
The Blood River SNP will protect a
Coastal Plain forested acid seep, a type of
natural wetland community and one of the
rarest of its kind in Kentucky. This particular seep, found only in Calloway County.
supports two state endangered shrubs, a

Local SNP
will protect a
Coastal Plain
forested acid
seep

T
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30s

40s

25.000 acres of natural lands. Continuing
our mission hasn't been easy over the past
35 years and without partnerships, it
would be impossible."
The nature preserve was purchased
Land
Heritage
Kentucky
using
Conservation Funds (KHLCF). which
uses proceeds from the sale of "Nature's
Finest- license plates.
The public can help in these efforts by
purchasing a "Nature's Finest" license

•See Page 2A

Minnie
Pearl's
statue
at MSU

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
A larger-than-life, 900-pound, bronze statue of country
comedic icon Minnie Pearl, the character creation of
Sarah Ophelia Cannon. was delivered to Wrather West
Kentucky Museum at Murray State University Tuesday, on
loan from Rod Harris of Hickman County, Tenn. Harris,
pictured at left, had the statue cast in 2005.

50s

Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of rain
before 1 p.m. A high near 55.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 36.
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. A high near 54.
Thursday Night: A 40 percent chance ot showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 42.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers.
A high near 55.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 42.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 63.
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Japan vows
I to review
nuclear safety
standards
By MARI YAMAGUCHI
and YURI KAGEYAPAA
Associated Press
TOKYO (AP) -- Japan's
government vowed Tuesday
to overhaul nuclear safety
standards once its radiationleaking reactor complex is
under control, admitting that
its safeguards were insufficient to protect the plant
against the March 11 tsunami.
The struggle to contain
radiation at the Fukushima
has
complex
Dai-ichi
unfolded with near-constant
missteps — including two
workers drenched Tuesday

II See Page 8A
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By KYSER LOUGH
,
Staff Writer
hile the nearest connection is nearly 100 miles
away, an homage to
country comedic icon Minnie Pearl
has found its way into the exhibit
space at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum at Murray State
University.
A bronze statue of Pearl, measuring just over seven feet tall, was
delivered to Wrather Museum yesterday by Rod Harris, who raised
$150,000 to have it cast in 2005. It
was originally intended to be
placed on the courthouse square of
Pearl's hometown of Centerville.
Term., but remained there for only
a few years. After a disagreement
with the city government on placement of the statue after renovations
to the square, Harris removed the
statue and has been displaying it at
various sites near Centerville ever
since.
The process of bringing it to
Murray was what Harris called an
"odd twist." As the president of the
Nashville Association of Talent

W

WEATHER

Tomoteow

state endangered sedge and one of the
rarest crayfish in world, the Blood River
crayfish. Additionally, the Blood River
SNP provides habitat for other rare animal
species including the great blue heron, the
central mudminnow and the only county
record of the western mud snake.
"It's gratifying to dedicate our 60th preserve during 2011 as the commission celebrates its 35th anniversary as an agency,"
said KSNPC Director Don Dott. "In the
face of depleted staff and shrinking funds,
the commission struggles to manage over

!
ain,DEE
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Finance Committee gets first look at 2011-12 budget
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Finance Committee got its
first overview of the city's 2011-2012
budget Tuesday night in the first of three
planned budget planning sessions.
Finance Director Alan Lanier started the
meeting with a review of variances in the
general and utility fund budgets for the
2010-2011 fiscal year. He also presented a

list of special appropriations, which
included a request from Murray Main
Street Director Deana Wright for an additional $5,000 over the previous year's
$25,000 request.
Wnght gave a presentation detailing
some of the things she continues to work
on and some plans that could be in the
works in the next few years. She said the
Main Street program exists to help the city

with historic preservation, which is part of
the city's land use plan. She said that if the
city were to hire someone to do that within City Hall. it would likely cost more than
$30,000.
Although it is not in any immediate
plans. Wright said the Main Street program could one day move toward restor-

III See Page 2A

Two-thirds of oil and gas leases in Gulf inactive
By JULIE PACE
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than
two-thirds of offshore leases in the Gulf of
Mexico are sitting idle, neither producing
oil and gas, nor being actively explored by
the companies who hold the leases,
according to a Department of Interior
report to be released Tuesday.
Those inactive swaths of the Gulf could
potentially hold more than II billion bar-

rels of oil and 50 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. Interior said in the report
obtained by The Associated Press.
President Barack Obama ordered the
report earlier this month amid pressure to
curb a spike in gasoline prices following
the instability in the oil-rich Middle East.
The White House said Obama would outline his plans for America's energy secunty in a speech in Washington Wednesday.

The inefficiencies detailed in the lntenor
Department report also extend to onshore
oil and gas leases on federal lands, with 45
percent of those leases deemed inactive.
The department said it is currently exploring options to provide companies with
additional incentives for more rapid development of oil and gas resources from

•See Page 8A
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II Preserve...
From Front
plate for an additional $10
above the cost of a regular
license plate, which is considered a tax deductible donation
to KHLCF. Proceeds from the
sale of "Nature's Finest" plates
goes toward purchasing natural
areas in Kentucky that will be
held in trust for future generations.
Another way to help is by
making a donation at tax time to
the Nature and Wildlife Fund
located on the income tax form.
Money from these contributions
helps the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
and KSNPC to purchase and

II Budget...
From Front
ing the detenorating Calloway
County Library Annex, which is
known to longtime residents as
the Higgins House. She said
many locals had objected any
time the possibility of demolition was discussed and that the
Main Street Board had discussed the possibility of acquiring the building from the
Library Board for about two
years, possibly to make it into a
museum on the history of
Murray. She said if that were to
happen. restoration could cost
as much as $500,000, hut that
Main Street would seek grants
for the project. She said tax
credits could be available for the
project because the building is
on the National Register of
Historic Places.
None of the other requests
were discussed in the meeting,
but committee members were
given letters from several organizations detailing their reasons
for the requested amounts.
Playhouse in the Park is asking
for an additional $500 this year
to offset lost sponsorship revenue and rising utility costs,
making for a total of $6.000
requested. Bill Call, the county's emergency management
director, asked for an additional

protect some of our best natural
lands.
KSNPC's mission is to protect
Kentucky's natural heritage by
identifying, acquiring and managing natural areas that represent the best-known occurrences of rare native species,
natural communities and significant natural features in a
statewide nature preserve system. The commission also protects biological diversity and
educates Kentuckians as to the
value and purpose of nature preserves and biodiversity conservation.
The preserve is not open for
public use at this time.
Discover more about KNSPC
http://naturepre •
online at
serves.ky.gov.
$75 for the work he does for the
city. making a total of $2.575
requested. The Murray Art
Guild is asking for $3.500.
which is $100 more than last
year. Other organizations were
requesting the same amount of
less.
Lanier gave an overview of
what committee members could
expect to hear from department
heads in the next two weeks. He
said the committee would hear:
request at an upcoming meeting
from Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritten for a brine storage
facility. He said the state was the
city's former supplier of brine
solution, which is used to coat
the roads when it snows, but
that the state ended its contract
with the city.
Lanier said the request had been
presented to him and the mayor
and was for approximately'
30,000. He said that although it
comes with a high price tag. the
facility could possibly pay for
itself in its value to the city and
would present the opportunity to
sell brine to other entities in the
community if there is enough to
spare.
The remaining budget planning
sessions are scheduled for April 5
at 6 p.m. and April 12 at 5:30 p.m.
in the council chambers on the
second floor of City Hall.
Discussion will focus on the general fund and utility fund. respectively. The first reading of the

II Healthiest...
From Front

Kentucky's
haalthktst,
Ii healthy
counties

cited efforts by local professional medical services as well as
organizations promoting healthy
lifestyles in Murray-Calloway
By The Associated Pre.
County for their efforts.
• TDP_.11F.N.i Ten
"Obviously, it's good to hear
healthiest counties In
that we are listed at the top of
Kentucky, starting with
the ranking in Kentucky,"
the most healthy: Boone,
Elkins said this morning. "Other
Calloway,
Oldham,
than our hospital arid our medWoodford, Scott, Lyon,
ical center we also have a lot of
Owen,
Washington,
community organizations that
Franklin, Fayette.
do a lot."
Elkins sits on both Murray ▪ 11411QIUTEN; Ten
Calloway County Hospital's
in
poorest
counties
Board of Trustees and the
health, stalling with the
Calloway County Board of
least healthy: Owsley,
Health.
Martin, Wolfe, Fulton,
Measures used to assess the
Magoffin. Perry, Pike,
health of county residents
Harlan, Letcher, Knott.
included the death rate of those
• RATING CS/UNbelow 75 years old, the percent
Researchers used
TIE&
in
being
report
who
of people
to
measures
these
fair or poor health, the numbers
assess the overall health
of days people report being in
for Kentucky counties:
poor physical and poor mental
the rate of people dying
health and the rate of low-birthbefore 75, the percent of
weight infants.
people who report being
According to the AP report,
in fair or poor health, the
the study brought out startling
differences in the health of resinumbers of days people
dents living just a few miles
report being in poor physapart
ice and poor mental
A typical example is in
health and the rate of
Illinois, where the healthiest of
low-birthweight infants.
its 102 counties, Kendall, is
right next door to the one ranked
65th, LaSalle. Twice as many
LaSalle County residents are in Steam leak results in
poor or fair health and smoking
rates are double the national temporary Curris closing
average.
Staff Report
Suburban versus rural and
A failed steam gasket in the
highand
cities
big
to
proximity
basement
Center
Curris
paying jobs partly explain the mechanical room forced the
disparities. Kendall County is evacuation and closure of the
on the edge of Chicago's metro- building from 2 p.m. Tuesday
politan area, while LaSalle untail 8 a.m. today.
County is more fartning-based.
According to an e-mail sent
"Affluent suburbs tend to have by officials at Murray State
higher paying jobs, often in the University, the failed gasket
cities, whereas rural communi- caused steam to fill the
ties often are dealing with loss mechanical room and made it
of businesses" and declining impossible for workers to manpopulations of young people, ually close the valve. Workers
who tend to be healthier, said were then forced to cut the
Dr. Patrick Remington, a electrical service to the buildresearcher for the study.
ing, which also affected other
The rankings can be found buildings north of Chestnut
www.countyat
online
Street. As of Tuesday at 5:30
healthrankings.org.
p.m.. power had been restored
to all campus buildings, it was
repotted.

youth of the town never forgot
that it was possible to achieve
anything. Pearl was the character creation of Sarah Ophelia
From Front
Colley Cannon, who was born
Dire..tors. Han is ss orks v, oh in Centerville. Her character
universities to provide a pro- grew to be a highly-recognized
gram called "College of icon in the country world, walkKnowledge" that brings people ing on stage with a flowery hat.
loom the music industry to col- price tag of "$1.98" still
lege campuses. While working attached and yelling her catchon an upcoming event at Murray phrase "H-o-w-DEE!" She was
State, Harris said he met Jim a regular at the Grand Ole Opry
Carter, MSU's vice president of and the television show "Flee
institutional development, and Haw" and died in 1996.
mentioned the idea of housing
"The reason I commissioned
the statue at Wrather Museum her was inspiration- She was an
for a little while.
inspiration," Harris said.
"I was sitting there (in the
The statue was initially wellmeeting) and it came out of the received by the city of
blue," Harris said. "I knew Centerville. but Harris said
Murray State had a museum. So things shifted as a new adminisI joked and said I knew some- tration changed renovation
one that owns a Minnie Pearl plans for the courthouse square
statue and asked if I could pos- A disagreement over relocation
sibly get it to the museum."
plans for the statue caused
Harris said Carter was imme- Harris to decide to remove the
diately on board with the idea statue, something he said was
and got him in touch with Kate possible under an agreement
Reeves, manager at Wrather with the city. Harris has a file
Museum.
folder full of articles from the
"(Carter) called me and I said Hickman County Times newsI would love to have the statue paper along with other docuhere.- Reeves said. "Lye always ments covering the history of
been a Minnie Pearl fan and am his statue.
happy for people around here to
"The whole thing is frustratget to see it."
ing," he said.
The entire process took just
A voicemail message left for
under two months, and Reeves Centerville mayor Bob Bohn
said she got the final call Tuesday was not returned as of
Sunday that the statue was com- press time.
ing. The statue was placed in the
After removing the statue.
main exhibit room at the muse- Harris said he has been taking it
um, which also currently houses to various places to keep on disa photography exhibit from the play rather than locking it away.
was the
Tennessee Valley Authority. The first stop
There is no timeline for how, Commodore Hotel in Linden.
long the statue will remain in Tenn., where it drew national
Murray, Harris said.
media attention to the small town.
"The story broke that we had
The original inspiration to cast
the 15 percent larger-than-life moved her to Linden and it went
tribute to Pearl came while all over the world," Harris said.
Harris was student teaching at a "With all the publicity the statue
school in Centerville. He said brought in ... it all worked handthe students had an extremely in-hand. They ended up getting
humongous grant for the city
negative outlook on their future
for renovation ... Now they h.:,
in the world.
"I would ask them what they a beautiful. beautiful Ntail
wanted to be and they' would tell Street and (Minnie Pearl)
me they can't be anything helped."
From Linden, Harris took his
from
they're
because
Centerville,- Harris said. "I told statue to Grinder's Switch
those kids 'You can do anything Winery in Centerville in 2009. It
YOU want to do. There's a lady remained there until just recentthat grew up in your town who ly, when Harris packed it up in a
trailer and headed northwest to
is a worldwide icon."
At that moment he decided to Murray.
do what it took to make sure the

III Statue...
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Christian Academy's W
and Sarah Lovett, Pnrrt

Ilospil
April

Specie, to the Ledger
C
Murray-Calloway
Hospital and the Centi
Health & Wellness, w
offering the following I
tional events during the
of April to members and?
employees, as well as the
al community.
• Do you ever just wan'
basic info on nutrition?
join Heather Richmond,
registered dietitian, for th
entation. Nutrition 10
Tuesday, April 12 from 1
p.m. in the Center for Hea
Wellness Classroom. Ric
will discuss the basic ni
facts and the foods tha
body needs - basic info I
sometimes forget. For
information. call 762-13,1
• A LAP-BAND® and
e
e
1
S
Educational/lnforma
Seminar on Thursday. A
from 6-7 p.m. at the C
County Public Librar
again on Thursday, Ai
from 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Marshall Countyt Public I
If you are at least 18 yt
and are overweight with
Mass Index greater than
System
LAP-BAND®
Gastric Sleeve may be r
you. Join Dr. Brian Sw
learn more about this nev
dure offered at ?
Calloway County Hosp
reserve your spot.
Bariatric Solutions at 76
• On Friday. April IS. f
8 p.m. in the Gym at tht
tor Health and Wenn(
Half Marathon Exp
Registration will take
Late registration for t
ever Murray Half Marat
be available during thi
Runners will have the
nity to pick up race pack
ticipate in free diabe
osteoporosis screenna
learn some pre-and r
nutrition and fitness t
more information.
Melissa Ross at 762-18:
• On Saturday. April 1
fling at 7 a.m. at the C
Health and Wellness. I
first ever Murray Half ?
and 5K. hosted
Endowment for Health(
take place. Participant
Half Marathon will tak
a.m., the 5K runners v

'7:30 a.m., and a I -mile
will take place at 8 a.m
ceeds from this event v
Murray -1
the
fit
Endowment for Health
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Angels Community Clinic marks
Doctors' Day with physicians
services to those people who do Murray and Calloway County
Special to the Lodger
In recognition of National not have medical insurance or who meet the requirements and
Doctors' Day, the Angels financial resources necessary to are at or below 200 percent of
Community Clinic is recogniz- pay for pnvate insurance and/or the federal poverty level.
ing the support of their medical medical care. Services of the Income information to be
volunteers in Calloway County. Health Department are not to be included will be limited to that
The physicians and mid-level duplicated.
earned by members of the
practitioners donate their time
The service by the Angels household who are related
and much-needed services to Community Clinic will be pro- and/or are dependents.
patients and families in our vided to legal residents of
community including examinations, basic diagnostic tests, prescription medications, and other
services at no or low cost. The
clinic is under the supervision of
a medical director, Dr. Clark
Harris, and operates with the
help of several medical staff
members, physician assistants
and nurse practitioners from
County
Murray-Calloway
Photo prooded
Hospital.
The Angels Community Clinic
ECA SPONSORSHIP: Last week, Primary Care Medical Center sponsored Eastwood
Christian Academy's Walk-a-Shoot-A-Thon. Pictured are Brittany Marquardt, Senior at ECA takes the day to recognize the
and Sarah Lovett, Primary Care's practice administrator.
extraordinary work and care its
highly skilled physicians and
medical volunteers provide to
thousands of patients and their
families annually.
"Without the support of
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital's laboratory and X-ray
services, and members of their
medical staff. we could not proA
drink.
and
a
vide the level of medical care
dessert
made
to
alloited
will be specifically
Special to the Ledger
be held needed to service our communialso
will
auction
silent
Residential
of
the
building
the
County
Murray-Calloway
Sherry
said
needs,"
with great items on which to bid. ty
Hospital and the Center for Hospice House. No same-day
at the door. Cnttenden. APRN. and execuare
available
Tickets
so
allowed,
Health & Wellness, will be registration will be
as well as, the Murray Hospital tive director of the clinic. "I'd
offering the following educa- call today to sign up. Volunteers
Gift Shoppe, Murray Hospital like to thank all the medical protional events during the month and Spirit Teams are also needed Home Care, DK Kelley, New fessionals and all the other supof April to members and Is1CCH for this great event. For more Life Christian Bookstore, and port staff for making the Angels
the DK Kelley. All proceeds from Community Clinic a great health
contact
employees, as well as the gener- information,
Endowment Office at 270-762- the event will be used to benefit care facility."
al community.
Photo provided
The Angels Community Clinic Pictured, from left, are Sherry Crittendon, APRN, and
• Do you ever just want some 1800, or sign up online at the MCCH Residential Hospice
House. For more information, of Murray and Calloway County Executive Director of the Angels Community Clinic, Dr. Clark
basic info on nutrition? If so, www.ninwalkmurray.org.
Marketing was established in 2000 to pro- Hams, Angels Community Clinic Director, and Debbie Warner,
the
• The Miracle Moments contact
join Heather Richmond. MCCH
or 762- vide diagnostic and treatment LPN, and Clinical Director.
registered dietitian, for the pres- Mateinity Center will be offer- Department at 762-1382
1381.
Classes
Childbirth
Prepared
on
ing
entation. Nutrition 101,
Tuesday. April 12 from 12:30-1 in the hospital cafeteria on
p.m. in the Center for Health and Monday nights, April 18, 25,
Wellness Classroom. Richmond and May 2 from 7-9 p.m. Prewill discuss the basic nutrition registration is required for all the
facts and the foods that your classes. For more information,
•
body needs - basic info that we to pre-register for any of the
sometimes forget. For more classes, or to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle
information, call 762-1348.
Moments Maternity Unit, call
Gastric
and
®
LAP-BAND
A
•
e Elizabeth Khadem at 762-1940.
v
e
le
S
• On Tuesday, April 19, from
Educational/Informational
p.m. in the Center for
14
April
12:30-1
Thursday.
Seminar on
from 6-7 p.m. at the Calloway Health and Wellness Classroom,
County Public Library. and join Courtney Matmiller, MSU
again on Thursday, April 28 Health Promotions intern, for
from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the "A Healthy Stretch," the third in
Marshall County'Public Library. a series of stretching workshops.
If you are at least 18 years old This workshop will be geared
and are overweight with a Body towards demonstration to help
Mass Index greater than 35. the you learn some simple stretchSystem, or ing techniques that may help
LAP-BAND®
be right for prevent upper and lower extremmay
Gastric Sleeve
you. Join Dr. Brian Swain and ity injuries while at work or durMurray-Calloway County Hospital's Home Care Services
learn more about this new proce- ing exercise. For more info, call

Hospital announces
April educational events

hank
„You..

dure offered at Murray' 762-1348.
• On Wednesday. April 20,
Calloway County Hospital. To
reserve your spot. contact from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., there will
Bariatric Solutions at 762-1547. be a blood drive in the class
• On Friday. April 15, from 12 room at the Center for Health
8 p.m. in the Gym at the Center and Wellness. The Murrayfor Health and Wellness. the Calloway Blood Donor Center
Half Marathon Expo and is hosting the drive and asks that
Registration will take place. you please take the time to stop
Late registration for the first by and give the gift of life.
• The Center for Diabetes will
ever Murray Half Marathon will
Diabetes Self-Management
hold
event.
this
during
available
be
Runners will have the opportu- Class at the Center for Health &
nity to pick up race packets. par- Wellness on Saturday, April 23.
ticipate in free diabetes and from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. These
osteoporosis screenings, and classes help create awareness on
learn some pre-and post-race the latest diabetic treatments and
nutrition and fitness tips. For self-management techniques
more information. contact available. For more information,
or to sign up for the classes, call
Melissa Ross at 762-1832.
762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840,
begin16.
April
• On Saturday,
ext. 1806. Pre-registration is
for
Center
the
at
a.m.
7
at
ning
Health and Wellness. Murray's required.
• On Tuesday. April 26. from
first ever Murray Half Marathon
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.. the Hospice
the
by
hosted
and 5K.
Fashion Show and Luncheon
Endowment for Healthcare. will
will be held at the First United
the
take place. Participants in
Methodist Church Family Life
Half Marathon will take off at 7 Center. The event will feature
a.m., the 5K runners will go at fashions from DK Kelley, modRun eled by local ladies - just in time
.7:10 a.m., and a 1 -mile Fun
will take place at 8 a.m. All pro- for Mother's Day. The lunch
ceeds from this event will bene- includes a wonderful California
Murray -Calloway chicken salad on a bed of
the
fit
Endowment for Healthcare, and spinach, fresh fruit, roll, home-

proudly honors our physicians during

national 2octor; 2ay
March. 30, 20/1
Murray Hospital's Home Care Services proudly supports
the physicians who chose medicine as their profession
and dedicate their life to caring for others every day.
Again...we thank

Home Care Services
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
903 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
270.762.1537
www.murrayhospi'al.org
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Obituaries
Lois NI. Sims, 83. of Farmington, died Monday, March 28, 2011.
at 4 p.m. at Morningside of Mayfield.
A graduate of Sedalia High School. she attended Murray State
University and was the head bookkeeper for Jackson Purchase PCA
for more than 40 years. She was also a member of Bumetts Chapel
United Methodist Church. Burnetts Chapel Homemakers, Graves
County Piecemakers and the Business and Professional Woman's
Club.
In addition to her parents, Eddie Vernon and Sophia Elizabeth
(Hamlet) Sims. she was preceded in death by brothers. Virgil Sims,
Truman Sims and A.V. Sims; and sisters. Hazel Hill and Edith
Fuqua.
She is survived by brothers, Robert L. Sims and wife. Nell of
Mayfield. and John L. Sims and wife. Bobbie of Lexington: and several nieces, nephews. great-nieces and great-nephews.
Funeral services will be held 'Thursday. March 31, 2011, at 2 p.m.
at Byrn Chapel with the Rev. Jason Jones and Donald Coltharp officiating. Burial will be in Yarbrough Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers will be her nephews.
Visitation will be tonight. Wednesday. from 5-8 p.m at the funeral home.
Arrangements are handled by Byrn Funeral Home.

Rose Ellen Redmon. 81. of Murray. died Sunday. March 27.
2011. at her residence.
She was born Feb. 25. 1930 in Des Plaines, III.
Preceding in death were her husband, Earl
Hugene Redmon. who was a World War II Navy
['OW; and her parents, S.A. Jackson and Emma
vonKlug Jackson.
She is survived by two daughters. Rose Redmon
Holliday and husband, Doc of Murray. and AnaLisa
Redmon Nelson of Las Cruces, N.M.; two grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
A reception in her honor is scheduled for
Thursday. March 31, 2011, front 4-6 p.m. at Imes.
Redmon
MillerFuneral Home.
In lieu of flowers, expressions of sympathy should take the form
of donations to: CASA of Calloway County, 1002 Poplar St..
Murray, KY 42071.
Arrangements are handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Myrtis Stubblefield
Funeral services for Myths Stubblefield. 99, of Murray, will be
held today. Wednesday. March 30, 2011, at 2 p.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Bob Palmer and Steven Hunter officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Stubblefield died Monday. March 28. 2011, at 1:25 a.m. at her
home.
Born Jan. 14, 1912 in Calloway County. she was a homemaker
and a member of the New Concord Church of Christ.
Preceding in death were her husband, Ewen Stubblefield; parents, Odia and Gertrude Wisehart McClure; two brothers. Glen
Mason McClure and Aylon McClure; and sister. Fay Warren.
She is survived by a daughter. Glenda Martin and husband. Larry
of Murray; sister. Nell Smith of Murray; sister-in-law. Clemonteen
McClure of Pans, Tenn.; and two grandchildren. Zech and Brad
Martin, both of Murray.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Keith Tabers
A memorial service for Keith Tabers, 52, of Benton, will be held
Thursday. March 31, 2011. at 10 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Brett Miles officiating.
Visitation will be tonight. Wednesday. from 5-8
p.m. at the funeral home.
Tabers died Thursday, March 24. 2011, at his
home following an extended illness.
Bern in Nashville, Tenn., on Aug. 1 1, 1958, to
the late Gerald and Shirley Ann Pierce Tabers, he
graduated from Murray High School in 1976 and
then graduated from the National Joint
Apprenticeship Training Program where he
attained his electrical license. He was an electrician
Tabors
and was employed through the IBEW Local Union
#816 based ;n Paducah. He was also a member of
the First Baptist Church in Murray.
He is survived by two daughters. Kori Tabers and Karli Tabers,
both of Murray; one son, Jared Tabers of Murray; one sister, Terri
Burkey and husband. Sean of Murray; one brother, Barry Tabers of
Paducah; two grandchildren. Riley Tabers and Cooper Tabers. both
of Cadiz; and special friend, Cathy West of Aurora.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to Lourdes Hospice, PO
Box 7100. Paducah, KY 42003.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Pearl Frances Laster

Funeral services for Pearl Frances Laster, 86,of Russellville. will
be held Friday. April I. 2011, at 11 a.m. at Young Funeral Home
Russellville Chapel with Brad Rogers officiating. Burial will follow
in the First General Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be Thursday. March 31, after 5 p.m., and Friday,
from 8 a.m. until funeral hour at the funeral home.
Laster died Monday, March 28, 2011, at Hearthstone Place in
Elkton. Born Nov. 16, 1924 in Muhlenberg County, she was a member of Second Baptist Church in Russellville.
In addition to her parents. Earl and Bertha Mallory Bilyeu, she
was preceded in death by her husband. Marvin Laster; and a daughter, Delores Laster.
She is survived by three sons, Mac Laster and Marvin Harold
Laster, both of Russellville. and David Laster of Murray; a daughter. Barbara Belcher of Dumor; two brothers, George Bilyeu of
Russellville, and Robert Earl Bilyeu of Alabama; three sisters. Lill
Dukes of Russellville. Sue Evanston of Illinois. and Minnie
Buchanan of Christian County; eight grandchildren, three stepgrandchildren, five great-grandchildren and 12 step-great-grandchildren. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the First General
Baptist Church Cemetery Fund. Arrangements are handled by
Young Funeral Home Russellville Chapel.
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Alberta Green
Funeral services for Nora Alberta Green. 91. of Fulton, were held
today. Wednesday. March 30, 2011, at 10 a.m. at Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel in Fulton with the Rev. Jeff Keith and Paul Adams officiating. Burial was in Palestine Cemetery in Fulton.
Green died Monday. March 28, 2011, at 4:48 a.m. at Haws
Memorial Rehab and Nursing Facility.
Born July 8, 1919 in Fulton, she was a member of the First
Baptist Church. where she served as Sunday School teacher and
Baptist Women's President. She was also a member of Fulton
Woman's Club where she held many officer positions including
President. She was an active member of Fulton Country Club, where
she served as Ladies Day Chairman and golf chairman, and was a
member of the Daughters of the American Revolution and Fulton
Homemakers. She also served as PTA President and Boy Scout
Leader.
In addition to her parents. Albert and Mary (Moss) Bard, she was
preceded in death by her husband. James Green; son. Jimmy Green:
and brother. Warren Bard.
She is survived by two sons. Don Green and wife. Judy of South
Fulton, and Marvin Green and wife, Shirley of Paducah; daughterin-law, Pat Green of Murray; six granddaughters, Dawn
Vlassopoulas of Henderson, Nev.. Michelle Davis, Lori Caldwell
and Leslie Boaz, all of Murfreesboro. Tenn.. Jessica Newman of
Paducah, and Amanda Anderson of Winchester; and 13 great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church
Building Fund, 115 Second Street, Fulton, KY 42041.
Online condolences may be made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com. Arrangements were handled by Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel,

Elizabeth C. William
A private graveside service for Elizabeth C. Williams. 89, of
Murray, was held Tuesday. March 29, 2011. at II a.m. at the Murray
Cemetery.
Williams died Monday. March 28. 2011, at 1:27 a.m. at Spring
Creek Health Care.
Born Aug. 15, 1921 in Jackson, she was a homemaker.
In addition to her parents. John and Annie B.(Gilbert) Hail, she
was preceded in death by her first husband. Charles William
Clayton; her second husband. Robert Williams; and four sons,
Charles Clayton. Lloyd Clayton, James Clayton and John Clayton.
She is survived by her son. Michael Clayton and wife. Kathy of
Hardin; one sister. Joanna Kaza of Chicago. 111.; and eight grandchildren. Online condolences may be made to www yorkfuneralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home.

Bronx's missing cobra
speaks out on Twitter
NEW YORK (API -- The
Bronx Zoo may still be looking
for its missing cobra, but a
tongue-in-cheek Twitter user is
charting its supposed progress.
Someone using the handle
BronxZoosCobra has been
tweeting to a quickly growing
number of followers - more
than 85,000 by early Tuesday
evening. In contrast with the
user posing as the 20-inch. highly venomous snake, the Bronx
Zoo had about 6,000 followers.
"On top of the Empire State
Building!" BronxZoosCobra
posted. "All the people look like
there.
down
mice
little
Delicious little mice."
Tweets included one about
"Sex and the City": "I'm totally
a SSSamantha."
Another entry riffed on the
weather and New Yorkers' fears

of the slithering escapee: "It's
getting pretty cold out. I think
it's probably time to crash. Oh
look, an apartment window
someone left open just a crack.
Perfect!"
The Reptile House at the
Bronx Zoo, run by the nonprofit
Wildlife Conservation Society.
closed Friday after zoo workers
searched but did not find the
Egyptian cobra. Zoo officials
said Monday they were confident the snake was hiding in the
Reptile House but conceded that
finding it would be difficult.
"The difficulty is that the 20inch, pencil-thin snake, which is
months old and weighs less than
3 ounces, has sought out a
secure hiding spot within the
Reptile House." the zoo said,
describing it as a "complex
environment.
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Ms. Barbara Ann Hale. 72, of Paducah, died Sunday. March 27.
2011. in Benton.
Ms. Hale was born in Calloway County on
April 10, 1938, to the late Lennis and Obena Erwin
Hale. Ms. Hale graduated from Murray Training
School in 1956 and graduated from Murray State
University in 1960. Ms. Hale was a retired school
teacher with the Paducah School. System after 30
years of service. She was a member of the Lone
Oak United Methodist Church where she was
actively involved with the choir and many other
church activities. Ms. Hale was a member of the
Retired Teachers Association, the Cardinal
Hale
Homemakers Club and Alpha Delta Kappa. Ms.
Hale was a votunteer at the American Quilters Museum and the
American Red Cross. Ms. Hale was also an avid traveler.
In addition to her parents. Ms. Hale was preceded in death by a
sister, Bonita Lynn Hale.
Ms. Hale is survived by one brother. Jerry Hale and wife,
Marylyn of Lexington; one niece, Vicki Lynn Hale of Lexington;
three nephews. Rick Hale and wife. Sue of Jersey City, N.J.. Bnan
Hale and wife. Stephanie of Boston. Mass.. and Kevin Hale and
wife. Jana of Seattle. Wash.: also surviving, one great-niece, Lily
Hale and one great-nephew. Owen Hale, both of Seattle; as well as
a host of dear friends.
Funeral services will be held on Thursday, March 31, 2011. at 1
p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Ben F. Boone
officiating. Burial to follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 4-8 p.m. tonight, Wednesday. March 30.
2011. at the funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Charles Jackson, Raymond Wright.
Edward Knott, Rick Hale. Brian Hale and Kevin Hale.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the, Lone Oak United
Methodist Church, c Choir Ministries, 3835 Old U.S. Highway 45,
Paducah, KY 42003; or to the Goshen United Methodist Church,
4726 State Route 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can be made at. www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
This is a paid obituary.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger ana
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space

Obama: It's too early
to plan exit from Libya
NEW YORK IAP) Obama
Barack
President
pledged Tuesday to increase
diplomatic and political pressure on Moammar Gadhafi to
compel the Libyan strongman to
step down.
"Hopefully. he's going to be
getting the message soon," the
president said.
In separate network television interviews Tuesday, the
president said it's too early to
negotiate an exit for Gadhafi.
He also did not rule out providing military hardware to rebels
seeking to depose Gadhafi and
his nearly 42-year-old regime.
"One of the questions that we
want to answer is: Do we start
getting to a stage where
Gadhafi's forces are sufficiently
degraded, where it may not be
necessary to arnt opposition
groups.- Obama said on NBC
Nightly News.
He told CBS Evening News
that Gadhafi's inner circle is
beginning to recognize that
"their days are numbered." He
said some may be negotiating to
leave the regime. "But that
information may not have filtered to Gadhafi yet," he said,
On a day where forces loyal
to Gadhafi beat back rebels with
tanks and rockets. Obama conceded on ABC that. "it's con-

Virginia Tech fined for
warning students too late
RICHMOND. Va. (AP) Nearly four years after the worst
mass shooting in U.S. history.
victims' family members and
campus safety advocates say it
isn't the fine amount of $55,000
Virginia Tech faces that matters,
but that the school finally will
pay for the mistakes it made during the rampage.
The U.S. Department of
Education on Tuesday fined the
school for waiting too long to
notify students about the shootings on April 16. 2007.
"The bottom line is just having a monetary amount points
out what they did was wrong.
There's really no way you can
replace 32 people. or even seek
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ceivable that the process of actually getting Gadhafi to step
down is not going to happen
overnight. That it's going to take
a little bit of time."
Obama added: "He's been
greatly weakened. His forces
have been degraded. But what's
absolutely true is that if you
measured his remaining capability to rebel or opposition capability then he's still more powerful on the ground in Libya."
On CBS. Obama acknowledged testimony Tuesday by
NATO's supreme allied commander in Europe that officials
have seen "flickers" of possible
Hezbollah
and
al-Qaida
involvement among the rebel
forces.
But he said most of the opposition leaders that have dealt
with U.S. officials "are professionals, lawyers, doctors -people who appear to be credible.Earlier Tuesday, at the dedication of a new building for the
U.S. delegation to the U.N.
Obama said the nation's conscience and its common interests "compel us to act" to protect civilian lives in Libya. He
said the international military
effort against Gadhafi places the
U.S. at the center of the mission,
"but not alone."

to equate that with money." said
Andrew Qoddard. whose son
Colin was shot but survived.
"Even if they charged them a
dollar, it would have done the
same thing."
Department of Education
officials wrote in a letter to the
school that the sanction should
have been greater for the
school's slow response when
student Seung-Hui Cho shot and
killed 32 students and faculty
and then himself. The amount
was the most the department
could levy for Tech's two violations of the federal Clery Act.
which requires timely reporting
of crimes on campus.
"While Virginia Tech's violations warrant a fine far in excess
of what is currently permissible
the
statute.
the
under
Department's fine authonty is
limited.- wrote Mary Gust,
director of a department panel
that dictated what punishment
the school would receive for the
violation.
The university avoided the
potentially devastating punishment of losing some or all of its
$98 million in federal student
aid. While that's possible for a
Clery Act violation, the department has never taken that step
and a department official said it
was never considered for
Virginia Tech.
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Senate bill 'trusts, but
verifies' Beshear's plan
FRANKFORT - The State cent.
It is
Senate adjourned (last week)
having signed the Senate Com- important
mittee Substitute to House Bill to note that
I. legislation to resolve the if the Governor
Medicaid budget shortfall.
Without even a need for a achieves
82
conference committee, the bill even
passed the House of Repre- percent of
cost
sentatives overwhelmingly with his
savings
only two "no" votes.
The Senate proposal trusts. targets.
Week in
probut verifies. Our plan, which the
Review
credits the Governor for sav- posed
By Seri Ken
ings already achieved, is a education
Winters,
responsible proposal that fully cuts
R-Murray
not
would
this
services
funds Medicaid
year while protecting the tax- Occur.
payer and holding the Gover- Agency' reductions would apply
to the Legislative Branch as
nor accountable.
The Governor and the Sec- well as the Judicial Branch
retary of Health and Family and the Governor is preventServices have been adamant ed from furloughing any more
in press conferences and com- state employees. The Govermittee testimony that they can nor's cost savings would be
come up with $139 million in evaluated and verified by an
efficiencies and managed care independent accounting finn
cost savings to fill the Med- working in conjunction with
icaid budget shortfall in fiscal the Consensus Forecasting
Group. an independent group
year 2012.
They want to move next of economists charged by the
year's dollars to pay off today's state to make budget and economic forecasts. This is a combills.
But what happens if these mon sense plan.
Here is the problem. howsavings aren't achieved'? During the last budget. the Gen- ever. On Friday. the Governor
eral Assembly asked the Gov- vetoed all the accountability
ernor to achieve certain cost measures, all the limits to debt
savings but he was unable to restructuring, and all reporting
requirements. In addition, he
fulfill that requirement.
In addition. private ,:ompa- vetoed the provision presentnies have yet to be solicited ing him from furloughing state
•for managed care plans that employees.
It appears that there was
have to be implemented by
some agreement struck between
July' I.
Who will be left holding the Governor and the majorithe bag? Failure to achieve ty party in the House of Repthese savings can lead to mas- resentatives.
The House passed the bill
sive cuts in Medicaid servicwith the understanding that the
es next year.
To ensure that both our Governor would veto all the
most vulnerable population is safeguards in the legislation
protected as well as the tax- with the end result that the Govpayer. the Senate proposed ernor is now free to borrow
small reductions of .355 per- from tomorrow to pay for
cent to most state agencies today's debts with no approduring the final three months priate accountability whatsoof FY II and 1.74 percent ever.
This is wrong. The state
reductions in FY 12. There
would be no cuts to the basic will now face even deeper cuts
school funding formula or next year if the state cannot
SEEK and postsecondary edu- adjust our budget, much like
cation during FY II. But on every other family out there
January 30. 2012, if the Gov- in these difficult economic
ernor doesn't make his cost times.
What the Governor has done
targets. SEEK funding would
be reduced by .812 percent will impact all of our futures.
and universities by 1.74 per-
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ECR offers benefits to cancer survivors
The group that gathered
around the table in the Murray Ledger & Times conference room last week was churning with positive energy, good
ideas and high spirits. Before
the meeting began, they
swapped stories of recent trips
and traded fond tales of kids
and grandkids. The mood
sobered a bit when they got
down to business. The agenda
included discussion of a serious topic: How to secure emergency funding to keep the ECR
program alive.
ECR stands for Exercise and
Cancer Recovery, a no-nonsense
name for a health and fitness
program at Murray State University tailored to the specific
needs of cancer patients.
Barb Malinauskas has been
a participant since 2(X)7 and
became a board member the
next year. She had heard about
ECR through word-of-mouth
and was encouraged to join by
her physician, Dr. William
Giese. As a result, her physical strength and aerobic abilities have improved, but what
keeps her coming back is less
clearly measurable than the
numbers on her chart.
Barb believes the encouragement and fellowship she
receives from the other participants is invaluable, along with
the support and expertise of

the. exercise specialists who
work with them.
Confessing that he would
probably not exercise on his
own, Roy Davis, another participant. explains that the atmosphere at ECR is more conducive to recovery than other
settings. tin the spirit of full
disclosure. I must mention that
Roy Davis.is my husband, and
I can testify to his assertion.
The friendly and cheerful environment at ECR. located in
the Carr Health Center. is what
keeps him exercising regularly.)
"It's not a huge space where
you have to wait to use the
equipment, and the personal
attention from the exercise specialists is really motivating,"
he says. Besides that, Roy
admits that the interaction with
other participants is fnendly and
fun. "That's not something that
is typical in health and exercise centers, where people work
mostly on their own, in relative silence." he said.
Another enthusiastic ECR
Olson,.
Karen
participant.
declares that the program is
empowering, a high-priority
factor for her. "For so long,
the chemo and the doctors told
me how to feel and where to
be," she remarked. "Now this
program and the exercise have
given me something I have

total control
over."
Tiffany
Stanger,
Exercise
Specialist
Coordinaand
tor,
Jeremy Erdmann.
Rehabilitation CoordiMain Street
nator and
By Constance
Program
Alexander
Manager,
Ledger & Times
provide
Columnist
day-to-day
structure
and support at ECR. Tiffany
started as a volunteer and later
became an intern. She has been
with ECR for four years now
and likens the participants to
her family. "I know their whole
life stones now.- she declares.
"I could never lease them."
Working with a population
that has just completed surgery, chemotherapy or radiation is a challenge that Tiffany
welcomes.
The camaraderie of participants is motivating to her as
well as to the individuals who
are working on increasing
strength, endurance and flexibility.
"There's almost zero talk
about cancer," Roy Davis
remarked, adding that the focus

is on health and quality of
life, not illness.
Currently, changes in funding sources threaten the life
of the ECR program. According to Dr. James "Corky"
Broughton, of MSU's College
of Health Science and Human
Services, there is an immediate need for $3000 to keep
ECR functioning through the
end of the 2011 fiscal year.
June 30.
Individual board members
have kicked in whatever they
can afford, and the group is
flexing its muscles and exerting extra effort to get the word
out about ECR and the many
benefits it offers. Moreover,
long-term funding strategies are
being explored to ensure the
future. For more information
about the benefits of exercise
progranis for cancer survivors,
to
on
log
http://www.webmd.com/cancer/featuresJexercise-for-cancerpatients. Another informative
piece about the importance of
exercise for cancer patients is
on the National Cancer Instiat
site
tute
http://www.cancergov/ncicancerbulleti n/062910/page5.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ nett:wave
comm.net.
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State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
e-mail: ken.winters@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Opinions e.yressed On the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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some time. These are questions my students have discussed in our classes this semester.
When we left Kentucky
those many years ago for "the
land of opportunity," "the Natural State," as tourism brochures
proclaimed, Ron Watson, a resident of Hopkins County and
a very fine poet, himself a native
Arkansan, gave to me a farewell
poem that made the cermet:,
lions clear in language that a
small town boy from a western Kentucky county seat town
could understand. The poet
described a father and son experiencing together the eerie sensation of "walking into the
past."
The experience took place
in an old general store, no
sprawling Walmart mind you,
but the sort of place where
old gentlemen in overalls gathered in the late afternoon to
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play dominos around
a coal stove:
"IC*
Saturday
and we stop
at the Dalton
Store
before putting in on
the river.
Old
Home and
timers arc
Away
holding
By James
a
down
Duane Bolin
bench that Ledger & Times
hasn't
Columnist
changed in
*20 years and somebody shot
dog
Baileys
Homer
for running deer is what we
hear as the screen door squeaks
shut
slams
and
open
and swallows us into the general store that is always darker than outside.
A fading red Coke machine
is defining nostalgia against a
wall and kids we might have
been are standing on a footrail
at the counter.
inti trim.
We hope it is black licorice
and Moon Piesbut they could
be buying anything.
We try not to hurry
and for a moment begin to
biendas easy as shade into the
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
slow scene, to soak up the
Washington, D.C. 20510
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
almost forgotten something
1-202-225-3115
we once were.
www house.goy/whitfield
Paid-up. the kids spill toward
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
us in a stream that we divide.
We turn to watch it reconnect
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building,
aisle
dal k
1-202-224-4343 down
the
Washington DC 20510
that points like a chute in the
cool dimness toward a door
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
that opens like a tablet of
361A Russell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541
light."
Washington. D C. 20510

Two decades ago, we left
Kentucky for an Arkansas
sojourn, for me to teach in the
History Department of a small
liberal arts college.
We returned to the Bluegrass after four years ai.va
we loved the tiny Arkansas
school, but we missed terribly
the rolling hills of western
Kentucky. If anything. our
exile in the pancake-flat. mosquito-ridden delta rice fields
of northeastern Arkansas taught
me the intimate connection
between the past. present. and
future, something that any History teacher should already
know.
Students--students of History at least—should also know
how to make these connections. What is History'? Why
is it important to study History'? How does one study History? These are questions that
I have been wrestling with for

10111111
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Thoughts on walking into the past

4
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I have tried to picture a
father and his small son standing hand in hand in the middle of the store's darkened aisle
soaking in "the almost forgotten something we once were."
Standing in the present. the
father and son gaze into the
darkened interior at "kids we
might have been," standing at
a counter buying perhaps "bInck
licorice and Moon Pies," only
to have the representative group
from the past "spill toward us
in a stream that we divide."
And even as the past comes
hurtling into and through the
present, the familial pair "turn
to watch it reconnect" into the
future. "toward a door that
opens like a tablet of light."
These connections between
the past. present, and future
also link together an understanding of history and ourselves.
"As far as we're concerned,
there's no such thing as a dead
past," Kentucky's Historian
Laureate Thomas D. Clark told
an interviewer in 2001. Dr.
Clark, who died at 101. knew
whereof he spoke. "You're
part of the past," he said.
"Everything you do, everything
you touch in some way has
an intimate association with
Even human prejthe past
udices are age-old."
Now, what can we--students, teachers, and newspaper
columnists and readers—learn
from that'?
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him
at duane.holin4tmurraxstate.edu.
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Coy Barker
Seay
Jason Brian and Marquetta
Seay, of Sedalia, are the parents
of a son. Coy Barker Seay. born
Thursday. March 24. 2011. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 10 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Marquetta Poole. A brother
is Chandlor Blake Seay.
Grandparents are Mark and
Aletha Poole, Randy and Susan
Seay and Rick and Susan
Wallace.

-RkZ-K-ICELLEr
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and seniors better prepare for
State
ACT. Murray
the
University will host an ACT
Prep Workshop on Tuesday.
April 5. The workshop is
designed to give students an
dtective and affordable way to
prepare for the ACT. Course
topics include test-taking tips
and strategies. overview of each
subject area, practice problems
and more.
The workshop will run from
6-9 p.m. in Faculty Hall room
106 at MSU. The cost of the
workshop is $45 and will
include a 350-page study book
that students get to keep.
Space is limited in the workis
Pre-registration
shop.
required. For more infonnation.
or to register for the workshop.
for
Center
the
contact
Continuing Education. at (270)
809-3659 or 1 (800) 669-7654,
ext. 3659 or e-mail janeen.winters@murraystate.edu.

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Heritage' Bank will hold their Second
Annual "Cookout for a Cure" in support of
Relay for Life an Friday. April 15, from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the South branch, 210 North
12th Street (across from KFC I. Sack lunches
will include a grilled hamburger or hotdog,
chips. drink and a dessert. All proceeds will
be donated to Relay for 1,ife. For orders of
the or more. notify the hank by April 14. by
-mailing
e
glenn.frittsta`bankm ithheritage.com or contacting Jackie Thurman or Janice Claud at
753-7921.

TOPS meeting Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday. March 31, at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County.
Public Library. For more inforrnation. call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646.

Overeaters' Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information.
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. All meetings
are open.

13nnouncernen/ O'Neal and Dibble
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Heritage Bank will hold
Cookout for a Cure

ACT prep workshop (r_nyagerneni
scheduled April 5
Special to the Ledger

Together with their parents. Kissa L. O'Neal and Lucas M. Dibble
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss O'Neal is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. O'Neal of
Water Valley. Mr. Dibble is the son of Cliff Dibble and Debbie
Dibble of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Niemi of Benton. and the late Mr. and Mrs. Basil O'Neal of
Lorraine. Ohio. She is a 2001 graduate of Graves County High
School and is currently attending West Kentucky Community and
Technical College in the RN program. She is employed by Nick's
Family Sports Pub.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Don McCord of
Murray. and Mr. Frank Dibble and the late Edith Dibble of Murray.
He is a 2002 graduate of Murray High School and is employed by
International Union of Operating Engineers, Local #181.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 28. 2011, at 5:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church in Murray.
All family and friends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town invitations :Ire being sent.

r IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE

,

CALL US AT 7531916

305 South 12th • Murray KY • 753-7141
www.dkkelley.com

HERITAGE BANK serves
up some great deals!
Here's one! Free checking! Free gift!
Open afree personal or bus-iness checking account at Heritage Bank and get this CorningWare casserole chsh"free!
.•
Great banking SERVICE with a neighborly approach!
For both Personl financial products and banIcing services for businesses.
HERITAGE BANK has just the right recipe toanake your
financial future safe, secure and easy Stop in
any of our neighborly offites encl talk to ohe
of our customer service professionals Or
00 online and check out the many and varied
products and services for person* finances

Kentucky
offers free
GED testing
Special to the Ledger
The GED test will he free in
Kentucky through June 30.
Kentuckians taking the test during that time-frame will not
have to pay the usual $55 fee.
Kentucky Adult Education, a
unit of the Council on
Postsecondary Education, will
pay the fee.
"We are pleased to offer this
incentive because it will help
many Kentuckians re-energize
their education and career," said
Council on Postsecondary
Education President Bob King.
Free GED classes are available through local adult education programs in all 120
Kentucky counties. To be eligible to take the GED, students
must first successfully complete
the GED Official Practice Test
to make sure they are prepared
for the actual test. In 10 years.
nearly 105.848 Kentuckians
have earned a GED, ranking
Kentucky 13th highest in the
nation in the percentage of nonhigh school completers earning
a GED.
"Most of us have been affected in some way by the tough
economic times over the past

Knit-wits will meet Friday
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday. April I. at 1 p.m.
in the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at
753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more infomiation or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Bazzell Cemetery holds workday
A maintenance workday will he held at Bazzell Cemetery. on
Bazzell Cemetery Road, on Saturday. Apnl 2, beginning at 9 a.m.
Bring hoes, racks, axes and other work tools. Participants will fill in
graves and take off old flowers.

Relay for Life seeks canned items
The Relay for Life Committee is seeking canned goods to be
donated to Need Line to benefit residents throughout the community. All items will be placed in luminary bags set around the track for
Relay this year. Items will be collected until April II. To donate, email r1142071@gmail.com or call 226-3545 for details.

Cemetery work day to be held
The Long Creen Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes work day
will be Saturday. April 9. Family members, friends and interested
persons are encouraged to bring tools and help with the general
maintenance. A potluck lunch will be at noon.

Murray High holds 5K,Fun Run
The Murray High School Cross Country team will hold a 5K and
Fun Run on Saturday. May 21. at 9 a.m. at the high school.
Registration will be at 8 a.m. The course is well-marked on the
neighborhood roads surrounding MHS. Water stops are at each mile
and course marshals will control traffic. Register before May 15 for
discount and guaranteed T-shirt. Proceeds will benefit MHS Cross
Country. To register or for more information. contact Elaine Kight
at Elaine.kight@murray.ky-schools.us.

Murray Musketeers to walk for diabetes
The Murray Musketeers invites all Murray and Calloway County
residents and organizations to join their team in the JDRF Walk to
Cure Diabetes on Saturday, April 16. at Noble Park in Paducah.
Registration is at I p.m. and the walk begins at 2:30 p.m. For more
information, contact Tyra Gamble at tylee950 I 0_taol.com.

Fire Protection District Board will meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will hold its
regular meeting on Monday. April, 4, at 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County Fire and Rescue station #I. 101 East Sycamore. Murray.'The
public is invited to attend.

WOW Lodges 728,592 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 and Lodge 592 will tneet for
their monthly business meeting Tuesday. April 5. at 5:30 p.m.(note
the time) at the Harmon Hall. Dinner will be served by Lodge 592
members. All members are encouraged to attend.

See Page 7A
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From Page 6A
couple of years, and the iripact
is even greater if you are looking for work and do not have
your high school diploma," said
Reecie D. Stagnolia, vice presiAdult
Kentucky
dent.
Education. "We see this as a
way to help the individual student and to help increase GED
attainment in Kentucky at the
same time. As the economy
recovers. this is an excellent
time for people who do not have
a high school credential to earn
their GED and transition to
postsecondary education so that
they're prepared for the workforce."
The GED tests provide adults
who did not finish high school
Photo prDvlop,
of ttrn
with the opportunity to certify
Department
Garden
the
of
members
meeting,
March
GARDEN DEPARTMENT: At the
their attainment of high schoolvarieties an'
Woman's Club heard David Mikulcik, second from right, present about
Murray
level academic knowledge and
s horticulture scholar
care of Japanese maple trees. He is a past recipient of the department'
skills. The GED consists of five
and Wilma Wilson
Pictured with Mikulcik from left are hostesses Sue White, Judy Kelso
ship.
parts - reading. writing, mathewill feature a silent
and
house
club
the
at
p.m.
1
at
7.
April
The next meeting will be Thursday.
matics, science and social studProceeds will benefit the annual horticulture scholarship.
auction.
ies. Completing the entire test
battery takes just over seven
hours.
The GED tests are currently
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Beale
offered only in a paper-pencil
Bobby and Fran Beale of Benton, will observe their 50th wedding format at official GED Testing
anniversary on April 7, 2011. They were married on that date in Centers - the tests cannot be
1961.
taken online. State GED adminMr. Beale and the former Frances Marie Jones were married at istrators often receive reports
Union Ridge Baptist Church in Benton by the late Rev. Otis Jones. from adults who have spent time
Their attendants were Ronnie Beale. brother of the groom. and and precious resources pursuing
Mary Cassity, sister of the bride.
what they believe are accredited
Mrs. Beale is the daughter of the late Oliver and Vena Jones. She high school equivalency credenis retired from U.S. Bank and currently works part-time at Heritage tials online. Consumers find.
Bank in Benton.
after spending $200 - $1,200,
Mr. Beale is the son of the late Paul and Margery Beale. He is that these dubious credentials
retired from Westlake Chemicals in Calvert City.
are not accepted by either
They are the parents of one daughter. Sandy Givens of Paducah. employers, colleges or universiThey have one grandchild. Dylan C•vens of Paducah.
ties.
Kentuckians interested in taking advantage of free classes
and the time-limited free GED
testing should contact the adult
education center in their county
ethical standards in all voca- to discuss how to get started. To
Special to the Ledger
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tions.
find the local adult education
more than
sed
ra
recently
employees
Kenlake
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WAY DONATION: More
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Don
The Rotary Club of Murray's center, call (MX)) 928-7323 or UNITED
for the United Way's 2010 campaign.
$40000
Robertson, president-elect of the community projects include the
visit www.kentuckyged.org.
Rotary Club of Murray, com- Rotary Telethon, Tom Rushing
pleted the three-days Rotary Ham Breakfast, Christmas
Multi-District training session Parade, Max
Hurt Golf
on Sunday. March 20, in Tournament, Bass Fishing
Convenient parking is in the For mbre information or a ride.
room 112. A potluck meal will
Nashville, Tenn. Mid-South Tournament, local high schools' Special to the Ledger
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exceptional speakers, informa- student scholarships at Murray
and State University.
Roundtables
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trict training sessions and fel- eradication of polio which is a
lowship and networking, the crippling and potentially fatal
basic purpose of PETS. is to disease that still threatens chilhave the best prepared. most dren in Africa and Asia. Since
enthusiastic club presidents in 1985, Rotary Club members
the Rotary world. Annually. worldwide have contributed
Must bel8years of age and have a desire
more than 400 presidents-elect more than $800 million and
return home from Mid-South countless volunteer hours to the
to help the community.
P.E.T.S. prepared to carry out eaort and are now working
their Rotary duties when they aggressively to raise an additake office in July.
tional $200 million to match a
Jessica Chandler
Gayle King
million challenge grant
organiza$355
volunteer
a
is
Rotary
tion with more than 33,000 from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Rotary clubs in more than 200 Foundation. Great progress has
countries and geographical been made, and the incidence of
The Murray Bank Good Life to Toledo. Grenada, Ronda,
areas. Rotary conduct projects polio infection has plunged
in
cases
350010
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Local Rotary leader
completes P.E.T.S. training

New Beginnings Support Group meets Saturday

Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Boot Camp
April 15,6 p.m.-10 p.m.
April 16-17,8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Station ion 101 East Sycamore Street

Contact Reath Ryan@270-293-0110

Murray Bank plans Spain tnp
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63 Flint Rd.• Murray
Just 4 miles North of Murray, right off 641

All In-Stock Spirit Wear... 50% OFF!
All in-Stock Duffel Bags, Totes & Backpacks... 60% OFF!
All In-Stock Baseball Accessories... 50% OFF!
Batting Helmets... $5!
(MCCSA Soccer Excluded)... 60% OFF!
Equipment
All Sports
All In-Stock Shoes... 75% OFF!

LUNCH BUFFET:DINNER BUFFET:
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7
$

TION!
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April 4th)
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A lessonfrom Japan:

Be prepared for earthquakes
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
SOARING HIGH: A large eagle statue adorns the top of a stone pedestal at the under-conof
struction Murray-Calloway County Veterans Memorial in Chestnut Park. After many months
fundraising. the project continues to undergo construction.

•Japan...
From Front

wiping out towns, killing thousands of people and knocking
out power and backup systems
at the coastal nuclear power
plant.
More than 11.0CX) bodies have
been recovered. but officials say
the final death toll is expected to
exceed 18.000. Hundreds of
thousands of people remain
homeless, their homes and
livelihoods destroyed. Damage
could amount to $310 billion —
the most expensive natural disaster on record.

MI Leases...

By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Amencans may have been lulled
into a false sense of security
because it's been so long since
the country felt a truly devastating earthquake, but major ternMors can and will occur here,
the National Research Council
warned Wednesday.
The March II quake and
tsunami that struck Japan illustrate the sort of devastation that
can occur even in a well-prepared nation, the council said in
a new study.
The council, an arm of the
National Academy' of Sciences,
urged a 20-year program for
increasing U.S. ability to withstand and recover from a major
quake.
"The United States will certainly be subject to damaging
earthquakes in the future, and
some of those earthquakes will
occur in highly populated and
vulnerable areas," the report
warned.
Moderate earthquakes are not

John Hinckley seeking more unsupervised visits
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State picking up tab for
GED test through June
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentuckians who want to take
the GED test can do so without
having to pay the $55 fee for
the next few months.
Kentucky Adult Education,
which is part of the Council on
Postsecondary Education, will
pick up the tab through June
30.
The council says the GED
test takes just over seven hours
and gives adults who didn't finish high school a chance to certify their high school-level academic knowledge and skills.
Free classes are available in
all Kentucky counties. Students
have to successfully complete
an official practice test before
taking the GED test.
For more information. call
(800) 928-7323 or visit
http://www.kentuckyged.org.

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) —
Former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckabee will speak next week
at the Southern Baptist-affiliatthe
of
University
ed
Cumberlands.
Huckabee, a potential conyear's
next
in
tender
Republican presidential pribe on the
mary, will
Williamsburg campus on April
5.
An ordained Baptist minister. Huckabee told reporters in
Mississippi on Monday that he
is still months away from
deciding whether to enter the
presidential race. He said it will
be at least this summer before
he makes the decision.
Hockabee, who ran unsuccessfully in 2008, hosts a weekend show on Fox News and
would have to leave that job if
he becomes a presidential candidate.
Huckabee will be the headliner at a leadership event sponsored by the University of the
Cumberlands and the Forcht
Group of Kentucky Center for
Excellence.
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policeman in 1981, as Reagan
left a downtown hotel. Hinckley
was found not guilty by reason
of insanity. He said he shot
Reagan to impress actress Jodie
Foster.
In 2009. a judge allowed
Hinckley to make a dozen unsupervised visits to his mother's
home. A Tuesday court filing by
his attorney says Hinckley has
used up those visits and is
unable to progress with therapeutic goals without more trips.

Mike Huckabee to speak
next week in Kentucky
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ard maps to identify at-risk
areas.
-- Develop and implement
earthquake forecasting to provide communities with information on how seismic hazards
change with time.
— Work to combine Earth science, engineering and social science information so communities can visualize earthquake
and tsunami impacts and find
ways to reduce potential effects.
— Plan emergency response
and recovery activities to
improve preparedness.
— Establish a network to
measure, monitor and model the
and
vulnerability
disaster
resilience of communities.
— Develop new techniques
for evaluating and retrofitting
existing buildings to better withstand earthquakes.
The report was commissioned
by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, the
lead agency in the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction
Program.

From Front

existing and future leases.
"These are resources that belong
to the American people. and they
WASHINGTON (AP) --expect those supplies to be develLawyers and doctors for John
oped in a timely and responsible
Hinckley, who tried to assassimanner and with a fair return to taxnate President Ronald Regan 30
payers," Interior Secretary Ken
years ago. have asked a federal
Salazar said in the report.
judge to grant him more unsuCongressional Democrats have
pervised visits to his mother's
already introduced so-called "Use it
Virginia home.
or Lose it" legislation on Capitol
Hinckley, 55, has been comHill that would impose an escalatmitted to St. Elizabeth's
ing fee on the oil and gas companies
Hospital in Washington since he
who hold leases they're not actively
shot and wounded Reagan.
using.
press secretary James Brady, a
Tuesday's report comes against
Service agent and a
Secret
Barge,
Kennith
tendent
NOTICE
the backdrop of rising gas prices as
• The Calloway County updates on Senate Bill 1. a
the busy summer travel season
Board of Education will meet question and answer session
approaches.
for
session
executive
an
and
EKU, Centre vie to host
in special session Thursday,
"Here we've got the administraMarch 31, 2011 at 6 p.m. at unspecified reason.
looking for just about any. 2012 presidential debate
• The Dexter-Alma Heights tion
the Calloway County Board of
excuse it can find to lock up our
a
hold
will
District
Water
• RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Education office at 2110
sources here at home,
monthly meeting Thursday. own energy
Eastern Kentucky University
College Farm Road.
e‘en as it's applauding another
and Centre College are each
The agenda includes intro- April 7, at 7 p.m. at the water
country's efforts to grow its own
Rd.
Alma
351
at
located
office
bidding to host a presidential
duction of site-based decieconomy and create jobs by tapping
debate in 2012.
sion-making councils siteenergy sources," Senate
• To report a Town Crier into its own
EKU officials held a news
based decision-making counMcConnell
Mitch
Leader
Minority
to
e-mail: editor@murTuesday'
conference
cils presentations, remarks item,
said Tuesday.
announce their bid, with U.S.
by Calloway County superin- rayledgercom
Rep. Ben Chandler and local
government leaders attending
to show their support. Officials
said the school's new $44 million Center for the Arts showcases its logistical ability to
host a debate.
Centre spokesman Mike
WISES WM42111
Norris said that school successfully hosted a vice presidential
debate in 2000 and has been
named as an alternate for hosting a presidential debate
$29,428
Auto.. 5.7L V-8. MSRP
Toyota
EKU is a public school in
AC, 2WD.
-2.179
Peppers Madness Disc
Centre is a private
Richmond;
Financial Rebate
Stk. 5TT1219 Toyota Rebate
- 2,250
liberal arts college located
about 30 miles away in
Danville.

with radioactive water — drawing increasing criticism of the
utility that owns the plant.
"Our preparedness was not
sufficient." Chief Cabinet
Secretary Yukio Edano. the top
government spokesman. told
reporters.
A massive offshore earthquake triggered the tsunami that
slammed into Japan's northeast.

unusual in parts of the United
States, but the last "great" earthquake to strike the United States
shook Alaska in 1964. Many
people also are aware of the
devastating quake and fire that
affected San Francisco in 1906.
"Just as Hurricane Katrina
tragically demonstrated" for
hurricanes, the report noted.
"coping with moderate earthquakes is not a reliable indicator
of preparedness for a major
earthquake in a populated area."
Other major quakes have
occurred in the United States
include California in 1857: the
Memphis, Tenn.-St Louis area
in 1811-12; South Carolina in
1886; and Massachusetts in
1755.
Recommendations in the new
report include:
— Install the remaining 75
percent of the Advanced
National Seismic System to provide magnitude and location
alerts within a few minutes after
an earthquake.
— Complete coverage of
national and urban seismic haz-
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PREP BASEBALL

COLLEGE BASEBALL: MURRAY ST. 5, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 2(5 INNINGS)

Rain gets
best of
Calloway,
Graves
HOBBS: GAME WILL
BE RESCHEDULED,
NO DATE YET
Staff Report
Tuesday's game between Graves
County and Calloway County at Laker
Field was postponed due to inclement
weather.
Laker head coach Zach Hobbs said
his squad will reschedule the game with
the Eagles, but a make-up date had yet
to be set.
The Lakers are 0-3 so far this season,
hut will look to get back on track
Saturday against Reidland at the
Baseball
County
McCracken
Tournament.
Following Saturday's tilt, Calloway
will begin a stretch of seven games in
five days, starting on April 5 by hosting
Caldwell County and wrapping up with
a double-header on April 9 against
Crittenden County and Webster County
at Marshall.
Lots of local spring sports action
will take place Thursday. In baseball,
Murray hosts Community Christian at 5
p.m. while both softball teams play at
home. The Lady Lakers host Hickman
County at 5 p.m. while the Lady Tigers
face off against Graves County at 5:30
p.m. Murray tennis travels to Marshall
County while Calloway tennis plays at
Graves.

PREP BOYS SOCCER

A.J. Bokeno
named to
state ODP
team
MURRAY JUNIOR
ONE OF 22 IN HIS
AGE GROUP ON
OLYMPIC
DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Staff Report
Murray junior A.J. Bokeno has been
named one of 22 rising seniors in
Kentucky high school soccer to play on
the state's Olympic
Development Program
(ODP)team
The squad, which
was announced March
15, played its first
. matches this past
111
! weekend at the lack
Allen ODP Showcase
Bokeno
in Decatur. Ala.
ODP is a national program to identify and develop youth players to represent their state, region and country in
soccer competitions. ODP teams are
formed with each of the 55 U.S. Youth
Soccer state associations and are made
up of the best players in various age
groups.
At the state level, pools of players
are identified in each age group and
brought together as a team to develop
their skill through training and competition. From the state pools. players are
identified for regional and national
teams.
Bokeno will play on the 1994 boys
squad. the oldest age group in the state.
He will be the only Purchase area representative on the team.
"I want to get the good experience.
of course the memories are always
good," Bokeno said. "I'd also like to
work my way up through the Olympic
system. The goal is to get on the national squad and participate against other
countries. I love the coaching. too, and
I want to bring back some of the things
they've taught me to my high school
season."
Bokeno finished the 201(1 high
school season with 15 goals and five
assists. He and brother Alex Bokeno
both had 35 points on the season, tying
one another for the team's Bast
Offensive Player award.
"It's the talents the other kids bring
that are going to improve my game,. he
said. "No one is a lot better or a lot
worse that anyone else. It's just 20 players, and they're all pretty good."
•
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home to score in the fourth inning of Tuesday's
coming
after
s
teammate
by
ated
congratul
is
Frey
Elliot
fielder
center
Murray State senior
the inning.
5-2 win over Southern Illinois at Reagan Field. Frey doubled to lead off

'blem
No sun, no pro
'BREDS WIN RAIN-SHORTENED
AFFAIR WITH SMALL BALL,
SOLID START FROM BABIN
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Up Next
As one of two senior mainstays in a
Murray State at
Murray State starting lineup cluttered
Tennessee-Martin
with newcomers, Elliot Frey has lisWhen: Saturday 1 p m and 4 p m Sunday 1
tened to head coach Rob McDonald talk
P
about situational hitting more times than
Where: Skyhawk Baseball Field (Martin. Tens)
Records: MSU 10-13 i1-1 OVC) UTM 5-19
he can remember.
(1-2 OVC)
So Frey stepped up to the plate with
two outs in the second inning of a rain- off double to set up another Murray
soaked Tuesday tilt with regional rival State run in the fourth inning.
Southern Illinois and did what he had to
That was the last time the 'Breds
do — keep the inning alive.
would bat, however, as the game was
After finding himself down in the called in the bottom of the fifth due to
count 1-2, Frey fouled off four pitches persistent rain and dark conditions that
while eventually coaxing three balls and made seeing the ball difficult
a walk out of Southern Illinois pitcher
McDonald said the two teams didn't
Andrew Bever.
know how long they would be able to
Frey's patience at the plate allowed play on Tuesday due to a forecast that
Ty Stetson and Brandon Elliott to pro- called for a rainy afternoon and evening.
vide base hits behind him,driving in two but that both coaches wanted to get in as
runs to open up the game for the much of the game as they could.
Thoroughbreds to the tune of a 4-1 lead
"About the third inning, when thing,
that would eventually become a 5-2 were really looking bad as far as the
rain-shortened victory at Reagan Field.
weather and we had a lead. I remember
"Coach is always saying there's two thinking even if this thing gets rained
types of hitters — ants and bulls," said out before it becomes official. I felt
Frey. the 'Breds' starting center fielder good about the fact that our guys came
and a native of Edwardsville. III. 'The out ready to play... McDonald said.
ants are the guys who work hard to get
Instead, the two squads got in just
on base for the bulls, who drive us in. So enough to make it count. giving Murray
you've got to know when to be an ant State back-to-back wins after six conand get on base, and you've got to know secutive losses. The 'Breds split an Ohio
when to be a bull."
Valley Conference two-game set with
Frey was a bull in his next at-bat, lin- Austin Peay on Sunday to open up their
ing a pitch into deep left field for a lead-

TOMMY DILLARD ' Ledger & Times
Righthander Bryan Babin gets set to release this ball during the
Thoroughbreds' rain-shortened victory over Southern Illinois
Tuesday at Reagan Field,
league season.
"It feels like we're getting back on
track and confident." Frey said. 'This is
a great time to start playing well. We try
to not let the conditions get to us, try to
come out and control what we can control, play like it's a regular day."

The 'Breds got an encouraging pitching performance on Tuesday after
McDonald spoke of the need for his club
to develop mound depth behind its three
proven starters last week.
•See 'BREDS, bA

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Harrellson rises from comic relief to cult figure
By VALL GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky center Josh
Harrellson could hear the murmurs when the NCAA
ruled freshman big man Enes Kanter permanently ineligible in January.
Final Four
The thought was
the Wildcats were
(4) Kentucky vs.
done without the
(3) Connecticut
recruited When: 7 49 p is Satuiday
highly
Kanter. That they Where: Reliant Stadium 'Houston
couldn't thrive rely- Texas I
TV: CBS
ing on Harrellson. a Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
little-used reserve Records: UK 29-8(10-6 SEC) CONN
who played all of 88 30-9(9-9 Big East)
minutes as junior, to
serve as their only post presence.
Harrellson tried not to take it personally. He knows
better than most how good Kanter is and even offered to
give up his senior yea' it it meant Kanter - sidelined for
accepting improper benefits while playing for a Turkish
could take his place.
club team two years ago
Though it was a heartfelt gesture, it had ric bearing
Kanter's situation.
hod'.
"I wanted him to play more than
Harrellson said. "Well, maybe Coach (John Caliparo
wanted him to play more.

And the rest of one of college basketball's most
ardent Ian bases.
Harrellson Was considered too goofy, too slow, too
inconsistent to be considered a legitimate threat at either
end of the floor.
This is the same kid who once skipped a game as a
freshman in high school to go deer hunting. who had his
Twitter privileges revoked by Caliph after expressing
frustration over what he considered a lack of respect
from his coach.
Kanter's nickname is -the UnderKanter." a twist on
one of his idols, professional wrestler "The Undertaker"
Harrellson's nickname is "hats," a tnbute to his affinity
for knee-length jean shorts that he likes to wear regardlass ot the sometimes unpredictable Bluegrass weather.
Many felt there was no way the Wildcats could be
considered a legitimate Final Four threat with Harrellson
as the enforcer. Bui the end of Kanter's season became
the beginning of Harrellson's renaissance.
The player considered an afterthought in October is
owning March while leading the Wildcats to their first
Final Four in 13 years Kentucky (29-81 plays
Connecticut t30-9) in Houston on Saturday for a spot in
the national title game.
"When hp:h heal d Liles L'oUldll't play, he changed his
mentality,- said Kentucky guard DeAndre Liggms."He
started to do all his extra stuff to make hint better...

JULIO CORTEZ AP
Kentucky's Josh Harrellson greets fans as
he leaves the court after the Wildcats 7669 win over North Carolina Sunday.
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MYST finishes sixth at
Kentucky State Championships

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
•
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY .753-3415

Staff Report
The Murray Youth Swim
Team finished in the top 10 at the
Kentucky 12 and under State
Championship Swim Meet last
weekend in Louisville.
MYST wrapped up their best
season ever at the Mary T
Meagher Aquatic Center by placing sixth overall and earning nine
individual gold medals. MYSt
had a total of 26 swimmers qualify and compete at this USA
Swimming sanctioned event.
MYST's overall finish was the
highest for any city outside of the
large metropolitan areas of
Louisville and Lexington. putting
them ahead of teams from
Paducah,
Green,
Bowling
Frankfort. Owensboro and
Georgetown.
The team has continued to
make strides in improving on
their 14th place finish in 2010. It
was a pivotal year for the team.
"We came a long way this
year," said head coach Julie
Santiago."We were able to score
a lot of points and got contributions from a lot of different swimmers. We are very proud to have
finished in sixth place this year."
Leading the team was 10-yearold Milan Santiago. who captured
an unprecedented seven gold
medals and one silver. She was
the high-point winner for the 9 &
10-year old division and scored
more points than any other swimmer in the meet. Her times in
every event were "AAAA" time
standards, which is the highest
standard in USA Swimming.
On the boys side, the team was
led by I 2-yeat-old Cyrus Nabavi,
who won his first-ever state title
in the 100 yard butterfly. He followed that up with another title in
the 50 yard butterfly.
He also finished in the top
eight in his remaining individual
events: second in the 50 free,
third in the 100 breaststroke.
fourth in the 100 freestyle, fifth in
the 200 Individual Medleys and

Murray Ledger & Times
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Baseball
Tuesday
Graves Cc al Callowav Cr- opd

Murray

Si

College Baseball
Tuesday
5 Soutnern Minas 2

NCAA Tournament
Elite Eight
Saturday
Butler 74 Florida 71 (OT)
Connecocut 65, Arizona 63
Sunday
Virgma Commonwealth 71 Kansas 61
Kentucky 76, North Carolina 69
Final Four
Saturday
Virginia Commonwealth vs Butler. 5.09
pm ;CBSI
Kentucky vs Connecticut 7 49 pm
(CBS)

SportsBriefs
OhOtC

IV Miller Memorial Golf Course will hold a Junior Golf Clinic on
Mondays beginning April 4 and running through May 9. The clinic will
run from 5 p.m. to 6:15 p m and will serve as an introduction tc the
game of golf for either first-time golfers or those who have played
before. Instruction will be provided for all levels of ability. The clinic is
limited to the first 20 paid entries. There is an age limit of 16 years old
For more information or to register, contact the pro shop at 809-2238

provided

Members of the Murray Youth Swim Team pose with their state medals after competing
at their respective age-group meets recently.
50 breaststroke and seventh in the
500 freestyle. Nabavi finished
fourth overall in his age group.
Other medal winners included
12-year-old Megan Wilson, who
finished in the top 16 in all seven
of her individual events. Wilson
achieved top eight firushes in the
following events: fourth in the
200 freestyle. sixth in the 50
freestyle and seventh place in the
200 Individual Medley and 100
backstroke.
Veteran MYST swimmer
Nicole McGee took home one
state medal in the 200 freestyle,
finishing eighth. She also had a
13th place finish in the 500
freestyle and a 15th place finish
in the 100 freestyle.
MYST had two relays that finished in the top eight, earning
state medals. The first was the II
and 12 boys 200 freestyle relay
team of Kyle Faulkner, Logan
Dick. Will Shelton and Cyrus
Nabavi, which finished eighth.
On the girls side, the 200 medley relay team of Megan Wilson,
Darington Prescott, Abby Gibson
and Nicole McGee finished sev-

enth.
In the 8 and under championships. MYST was represented
by Ashkahn Nabavi (8), Cooper
Houck (8), Erin Faulkner (7) and
Jenna Santiago (6).
Santiago finished in the top
eight in all of her individual
events: third in the 25 breaststroke, fourth in 25 butterfly, fifth
in 50 freestyle, sixth in the 25
freestyle and seventh in the 25
backstroke.
Ashkahn Nabavi finished llth
in the 100 freestyle.
The State Championships for
the 13 and over swimmers took
place March 11-13 in Lexington
at the Lancaster Aquatic Center
on the campus of the Unisersity
of Kentucky. Five MYST swimmers competed in the meet.
Lauren Erickson competed in
seven individual events, finishing
in the top 16 in all of her events
and bnnging home an eighthplace medal in the 200 breaststroke.
Daniel McGee finished in the
top 16 in two of his individual
events, taking ninth in the 1000

freestyle and 16th in the 500
freestyle.
Overall, MYST came home
with 27 individual state medals
and two relay medals.
The team had 42 individual
and five relay finishes in the top
16. The team will take a short
break before beginning their
training for the long course summer season.

•'Breds

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• What do I owe to
me times, to my
country, to my neighbors, to my friends?
Such are the questions which a virtuous man ought often
to ask himself. —
Johann K. Lavater

From Page 9A
Righthanded junior college
transfer Bryan Sabin provided
that depth. surrendering two runs
over five innings while striking
out two and giving Murray
State's opportunistic offense the
cushion it needed.
The start was Babin's third of
the season, and the Long Beach,
Miss., native lowered his earned
run average nearly a point to 5.57.
"Babin has progressively
seemed like he's pitched better
and better." McDonald said.
"He's an intelligent guy who has
a nice feel for what he's doing.
He's a finesse pitcher. and it
seems like as he gets going and
gets into the game. he gets better
and better."
Babin sat the Salukis down
quickly in the first inning, surrendering a walk to lead-off hitter
Chris Murphy. who was then
caught stealing, and retiring the
next two hitters.

Due to the conditions and the
chance that the teams would not
get in nine innings. Frey said he
his teammates felt the need to get
on the scoreboard early. and that
was exactly what Murray State
did, plating two runs in the bottom of the first.
The 'Breds offense on
Tuesday all came via small ball.
with the top of the order setting
via a
the table in the first in
Stetson walk and an Elliott bunt
base hit. Both scored when catcher Jacob Rhodes lined a ball past
the first baseman, who was
charged with an error.
In the second inning, Paul
Ritzheimer and Frey both reached
on walks, then Stetson and Elliott
delivered again with base hits.
"Games like this when the
conditions are iffy, you want to
come out and be offensive-minded," Frey said. "We tried to get
runs across from the start, and
luckily. we got it done."
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the most pi
in the coun
worked an
to make a
Hospital, a
because ol

Take the ti
for the de(
provide al

Howl

On AA

Crawl

Geoq

anestl

makir

Stk KP7773

99,895

con tir

icillev€

2005 MAZDA RX8
6-Speed Manual Shift,
Moonroof,
Heated Leather

Leather. Moonroot, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk #P7746

$22,995
2010 MERCEDES-BENZ GLK 350
27,000 MILES
rat-

\
18 Alloy

1,000 MILES
Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Tinted
Windows
Stk. KP7804

$33,395
2007 HYUNDAI SANTE FE LIMITED

$14,495
2009 NISSAN MURANO LE
37,000 MILES

Stk.
#P7805

2008 AUDI A4 2.0T QUATTRO

2010 ACURA TL

Stk KP7761

24.000
MILES

Wheels, Heated
Leather,
All Wheel Drive, 20" Alloy
Moonroof.
Wheels
Tinted
Windows
Stk KP7771

$31,995

becor

50,000 MILES

52,000 MILES

In 19

law a

Cong

of ea
Day.
allow

All Wheel Drive, NAV
Moonroof, Heated
Leather, 20" Alloy Wheels
Stk frP7747

acknc

$30,495

and F

that
sick,

2008 HONDA RIDGELINE 4X4

45,000 MILES

52,000 MILES

Heated Leather.
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels

PC,PW. PL, CD.

Stk frP7797

$23,595

Stk K0P1060

$21,795

2009 MAZDA 3 1 SPORT 2006 NISSAN FRONTIER LE 4X4

98,000 MILES

42.000 MILES

78.000 MILES

Heated Leather
Moonroof, 7 Passenger

Tilt/Cruise Automatic

Heated Leather, Moonroof, Crew Cab

Stk. KCP1025
Stk. SCTO1 41 BB

Stk KCP10:35A

$14,895

$18,495

"Whatever it takes, we want to bayouP car or truck company."

PPt

2400 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

clickpeppers.com

To co rdta ci
call our PI
us online
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March 30, 2011 'National Doctors' Day
We take this time to express
appreciation and recognize the
Medical Staff of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Our doctors have attended some of
the most prestigious medical schools
in the country. They could have
worked anywhere, but they chose
to make a commitment to Murray
Hospital, and our region is better
because of this.
Take the time to thank your doctor
for the dedication and care they
provide all day every day.
ALLERGY-PEDIATRIC & ADULT

INTERNAL MEDICINE

PATHOLOGY

Richard Stout, MD

Richard Blalock, MD
J. Cathryn Christopher, MD
Hollis Clark, MD
Clark Harris, MD
Sean Kelly, MD
Dan Miller, MD

Dewey L. Dean, MD, PhD

ANESTHESIOLOGY
How Doctors' Day Originated
On March 30, 1882, Dr.
Crawford W. Long of Jefferson,
Georgia, administered the first
anesthesia for surgery. This historymaking achievement and the
continuous efforts by doctors to
alleveiate human suffering has
become the basis for Doctors' Day.
In 1990, President Bush signed into
law a Joint Resolution of the U.S.
Congress proclaming March 30
of each year as National Doctors'
Day. The enactment of this law
allows people to publicly show
acknowledgement for the vital role
that doctors play in caring for the
sick, advancing medical knowledge
and promoting good health.

PEDIATRICS

William Holman, MD

INTERNAL MEDICINE & PEDIATRICS

DERMATOLOGY

Steven Bumb, MD
Bradley Albertson, DO

Bradley Albertson, DO
Clegg Austin, MD
Steven Bomb, MD
Kimberly Burch, MD
Tara Houston, MD
Joyce Hughes, MD
Jackie Milo, MD

John Bright, DO
David Outland, MD

MEDICAL ONCOLOGY

PHYSIATRY

Mehdi Ahmadi, MD

Monte Rommelman, MD

NEUROLOGY

PODIATRY

Jimmy Couch, DO
Christopher King, MD

Roger Lampkin, DPM
Stuart Naulty, DPM

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY

PSYCHIATRY

Ellen Burnett, MD
Gene Cook, MD
Dawn Nabavi Deeter, MD
Corey Forester, MD
Thomas Green, MD
Kent Hjerpe, MD
Matt Price, MD

Melissa Jones, DO
Maria Ruiz° Yee, MD, DFAPA

Lal Mangle), MD
Leslie Yates, MD

CARDIOLOGY

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Lauren Blackweider, MD
Steve McCuiston, MD
Christopher Poor, MD, PhD
Graham Smith, MD

FAMILY MEDICINE
Michael Adams, MD
Tiche Allen, MD
Daniel Butler, MD
Richard Crouch, MD
Nicole Dickinson, MD
Alison Ford, MD
Emily Gupton, DO
Susan Heffley, MD
Robert Hughes, MD
William Robinson Jr., MD
John Tveite, MD

PULMONOLOGY
Kanchan Koirala, MD

RADIOLOGY DIAGNOSTIC
Robin Floyd, MD
Casey Hines, MD
Prue Kelly, MD
William Wilson, MD

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE
Gregory Thomas, MD

OPHTHALMOLOGY
RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Hal Capps, MD
David Bryson, MD

GASTROENTEROLOGY
Monte Finch, DO
Ruben Cuadrado, MD
Shane Hendon, DO
Anita Torok, MD

William Giese, MD

ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY

UROLOGY

Michael Bobo, DDS, MD
James Pledger, DDS

H.S. Jackson, MD
Steven Trevathan, MD

GENERAL & VASCULAR SURGERY

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY

James Craig Dowdy, MD

GENERAL SURGERY

Marty Fulbright, MD
Derek Morgan, MD
John Yezerski, MD

David Werner Koelsch, MD
Charles Tucker, MD
Brian Swain, MD
Robert Williams, MD

Phillip Klapper, MD
Shawn Jones, MD, FACS

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

IPA
41

To contact a physican at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
call our Physician Directory line at 800.342.MCCH or visit
us online at www.MurrayHospital.org.

MURRAY'CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-EI-0026',

« WM(rNWEALTH OF iCFNTI'l'KY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00528

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00236
PLAINTIFF

'RANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY.
S

010
'
Lai
Noce

Laval
Nola

PLAINTIFF

CMFINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.,

NOTICE OF SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.

LAKE ROMAK UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF BLAKE
• MAK WESTERN SHORES PROPERTY OWNERS
SSOCIATION, INC_ and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY. DEFENDANTS

KELLY JOINER. UNION PLANTERS BANK
OF NORTHWEST TENNESSEE. FSB,
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY,
PANTS

y virtue of. Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
ircuit Court on November 22, 2010, in the above mecum, to satisfy the Judgment
•(the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $65,666 74. phis Interest. I shall
moped to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway
ounty. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 1. 2011,
t the hour of 10-00 am , local time, or thereabout, the following described properv located in Calloway County, Kentucky. and being more particularly described ea

DEFEN-

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Couri
on November 22, 2010. in the above cause, to sat-sfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $60.979 11. plus Interest, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 1,2011. at the
hour of 10:00 a.m. local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 160 Navigator
Lane. Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows)
Lots 12B and 13A Unit 1 of Crappie Hollow Shores as shown by piat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book 3. Page 86. in the Office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court (Parcel #088-0-0012-B)

as Lot 106, WESTERN SHORES. Phase II. as shown on the plat
in Plat Book 39. Page 14, Slide 3730 in the Calloway County
ourt Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is herey made for a more particular description of said lot.

mg designated

if same of record

object to covenanta and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
Page 415 amended in Book 651. Page 786. in the Calloway- County Clerk's
ice in Murray. Kentucky

Being the same property conveyed to Kelly Joiner and husband, Thomas Joiner
by deed from Gail Elliott, dated March 21, 2003, of record in Book 477, Page 304-.
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, 1Thomas Joiner
deceased on August 29, 2005, arid pursuant to the survivorship clause in said
deed, the property is owned in fee simple by Kelly Joiner. I

ing the Same property conveyed to Blake Romak by deed of conveyance from
'Land Partners, LLC, dated August 11. 2006. of record in Book 662, Page 159,
n the Calloway) County Court Clerk'. Office in Murray. Kentucky

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days. but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
ten percent(1ONO of the bid amount, and to make bond with sufficient sureties to
secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price. said bond, bearing interest at 1270 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid but the property shall be sold
subject to the current ad valorem taxes

e aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
ays, but if sold on a credit of 45 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
th the commissioner ten percent 1100 of the purchase price, with the balance
o be paid in full within forty-five (4.5) days with sufficient surety bond. bearing
'nterest at 1270 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
• ayable in forty-five days A lien shall be retained on the property as addit.onal
unty All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
object to the 2010 ad valorem taxes

CITY OF MURRAY
SPRING BRUSH PICK-UP

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00290

THE ANNUAL SPRING BRUSH PICK-UP HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR THE
CITY OF MURRAY. ALL PROPERTY OWNERS SHOULD HAVE BRUSH
READY FOR PICK-UP BY THE DATES LISTED BELOW ACTUAL START
DATES FOR EACH SECTION MAY VARY DEPENDING ON THE AM( if \ ;
BRUSH IN PREVIOUS SECTIONS

The west half of the Old Calloway Town Road which begins at the south edge of
the right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 94 and runs in a Southerly direction with
Hopkins'east line to the southeast corner of property belonging to Thomas L.
Hopkins, et tur , by virtue of a deed from Harold Gene Landolt, et us., dated
November 19. 1969, and recorded in Deed Book 140, Page 572, Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
Being the same property conveyed to Jana Morgan. by deed dated December 1,
1999, of record in Deed Book 333, Page 761. in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office

Thi. 9th day of March, 2011.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

Hap %Med

By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on December 13. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
if the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $.49,116.30, plus interest, I shall
proceed to offer for Hale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway( minty.). Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 1,
2011, at the hour of 10-001 m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows'
Being designated as Lot 82, WESTERN SHORES,as shown on the plat of gams
if record in Plat Book 39, Page 55, Slide 3771, in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is hereby
made for a more particular descnption of said lot.

NORTH OF MAIN (East to West)
SECTION IV - APRIL 25. 2011
SECTION V - MAY 2.2011
pj,„FAskItiO1B.JIM IS FOB BRUSH ONLY AND ANYTHING WEER
111ANAZILEE1211,ilitilLBJ2ELIKLS WILL NOT BE PICKED HE
ALL TREE AND SHRUB TRIMMINGS MUST BE STACKED NEATLY IN PILES
WITH CUTTINGS No MORE THAN ituitiSl FEET IN LENGTH OR SIX (61
INCREILLKILIAIKETEIL
DISPOSAL OF BRI'Sl) PLACED OUT AFTER THE SCHEDULED DATES FOR
EACH AREA WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PROPERTY OWNERS
ILIW IBA ONE TIME FREE PICK-UP QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS
SERVICE MAY BE DIRECTED TO THE MURRAY STREET DEPARTMENT BY
CALLING 762-0377

Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
643, Page 415, amended in Book 651. Page 786, in the Calloway County Clerk's
T Ace in Murray Kentucky.
Subsect to all restrictions, conditions, requirements and easements as set out in
the Deed from the United States of Arnenca Tennessee Valley Authonty of
record in Book 103, Pages 479 through 531, in the office of the Calloway County
Clerk in Murray. Kentucky.
Oil WA Reranctiontio which does not convey any right to construct or
maintain a private water use facility Rights of ingress and egress to and from
the waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain pnvate water use facilities which may have accrued to this lot, if any, are vested in Western Shores
Group Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the Association
Agreement and only through the TVA 26A permit already lamed to the Group
Dock Association or subsequent such permits so issued

Subject

Being the same property conveyed to Ignacio Lopez, et UJE , h y deed of conveyance from KY Land Partners, LI.C. dated April 28, 2008. of record in Book
743. Page 252. in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray. Kentucky
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
days, hut if sold on a credit 01 45 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 110701 of the purchase price, with the balance
Pi be paid in full within forty-five (451 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 1270 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
payable in forty-five days. A hen shall he retained on the property as additional
security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2010 ad valorem taxes
This 9th day of March, 2011
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

020

FORREST VIEW APART NIFN is
1213 N 1FTH ST . MURR

K

Office Hours: Mon-Fri 2:00-4:011
Accepting Applications

Thc Murray Water Engineering 1/eport,...,,i
will be excepting sealed bids on April 12. 201i
at 200 pm in the Council Chambers of City
Hall for a 45 Horsepower 4WD Tractor and
Loader. Specifications for equipment can he
picked up at the City Clerks Office. 104 North
5th Street. Murray, Kentucky.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 23. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 85,074.32, plus interest. etc. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. April 1,
2011, at the hour of 10)00 a.m local time. or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows:
A part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 19, Township 2, Range Ti East, beginning at a stake in the section line on the south edge of State Highway 94 in the
center of the Old Calloway 'Down Road, thence, Westward with said highway to
the center of Tucker Branch, thence, down said branch to a sake in the east line
of said section in the center of said old road. thence North with the center of the
Old Calloway Town Road to the point of beginning and containing 1-34 /cense
more or less

NOTICE OF SALE

IGNACIO LOPEZ, SUZANNE H. LOPEZ.
rind CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY,
DEFENDANTS

SECTION I - APRIL 4.2011
SECTION II - APRIL 11, 2011
SECTION III - APRIL 18.2011

INVITATION TO DID

JANA MORGAN, MARK MORGAN,
REGIONS FINANCIAL CORPORATION,
CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY,AND
SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES.

060
VS.

SOLrTH OF MAIN (West to East)

020
Notice

NOTICE OF SALE

1

1

GET THIS lirAD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Call For An Appointment
1 & 2 Bedrocim Townhouses
One year lease
Basic Rent at 53454375
Central Heat & Air
(270)753-1970
0TDD 1-800-545-1833 Est. 283 43

SUBSCRIBE

development.
Contact Cindy Ivy
270.443.6543
Cynthia lvy@LCCA.co
544 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah. 42001
Visit us online at
LCCA.COM
EOEJM/EN/D
Job #22705
090
Domestic & Childcare
WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean.
References.
978-3583
MOTHER of three
would love to care for
your children in my
Hazel,
KY
nome.
School
Southwest
District. Mon-Fri.
227-2111
100
usiness
Op
PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
sellingt
building.
licenses. fixtures
inventory.
Recession proof
business.
Histonc location.
Contact
1241 LIQUORS
at 270-KEG-1241
$300K

Calloway Circuit Court

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY,
PLAINTIFF.

YOU MAY VIST WWW.MURRAYKY.GOV TO SEE A MAP OF SECTIONS
COMPLETED AND SECTIONS CURRENTLY WORKING

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Water Engineering Department
will be accepting sealed bids on ApInl 12.
2011 at 200 p.m. in the Council Chambers of
City Hall fora 2011 F150. Specifications for
truck can be picked up at City Clerk's Office,
104 North 5th Street, Murrsy, lientuck,

Nip Waited
PLAINTIFF

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 60 days,
but if sold on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
to within sixty r 60) days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable as set
forth herein. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and maid. but shall be sold subject to the
current year ad valorem taxes

This 9th day of March, 2011
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

hie 9th day of March, 2011
pectfully submitted.
W PARICER
aster Commissioner
alloway Circuit Court

11 Temporary Farm Wor
Employer: Millers Sons Toba
KY. Tobacco. Str
Greenhouse/Nursery. & Al
Employment Dates: 05/15/11
of $9.48/hr. Worker guarante.
hours. Tools provided at no cc
provided to non cornmul
Transportation & subsistence
509' of contract is met. Api
the nearest KY Office of E
Training Division of VVorkforc
Services Office referencim
#KY0423551
060

TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS 1, LLC.
VS

10 Temporary Farm Wo
Employer: Chad Wilson - I
Tobacco, & Alternative We
Dates: 05/10/11 - 02121
$9.48/hr. Worker guaranter
hours. Tools provided at
housing provided to non co
Transportation & subsiste
when 50°, of contract is rrt
lob at the nearest KY Offic
& Training Division of
Employment Services Offk
lob order //t<Y04

STEEL ARCH BUILDINGS, THOUSANDS
OFF Spnrg Clearance'
Orders,
Canceled
Surplus. 20x30, 16x24.
33x34, others. Limited
supply selling for balance owed. Additional
display program savings. 866-352-0469.
THE Murray Ledger &
Tines considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
informat'on do so at
their own nsl, Although
persons ar d companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger it Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility wnatsoever for their
activities

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to heti),
Your loveci one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classitied,
webpage at
muffaylcdgercorn,
.sou will be redirected
to jobnetwork.cont
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you haye any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.
COL-A
DRIVERS:
Delivery Route,
Excellent Hourly Pay &
Full Benefits
w/Pd Time Oft &
Retirement Plans.
Apply @ www.usfoodservice.com/careers
Search by Req #
11001025 Application
Deadline 4/411
EOE

WE are a rapidly growng insurance office
with a dedicated staff
ooking for an insurance secretary/account
executive. If you organized, self-motivated,
and have high energy,
you could be that person. You must have a
can do attitude and
good computer skills.
Insurance experience
Send
preferred.
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-M. Murray. KY.

PECO
Accepting
resumes
.All sales career
8. other positions
. Send to
P.O.Box 363
Murray. KY
42071

_viRs,-into
Savings!
subscribe to the

.
LEDGER &TIMES
MURRAY

Home Delivery
6 mo.
1 yr..

PART TIME DAYCARE
TEACHER If you are
interested in working
between 4-6 hours per
day. Mon-Fri in a
Christian Day Care,
come to Higher Praise
Worship Center 0
5623 Hwy 611 N for
an application or call
753-2777 and ask for
Ms Phyllis Starting
pay $7 25/hr

of KY/TN

Pots,s. A Flui hen.i

3 mo.
$7030
6 mo..............490.00

$120.00
('heck

Local Mail

$30.00
455.00 3 mo
6 mo
$105.00
i yr.

I MO-

Rest
RN Full-time 6am-2pm
LPN full-time 2p-10p
Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

WCO. LLC now hiring
direct care, working
with disabled adults
Nights & weekends.
Applications at 411 N.
4th St. 767-1543
Sirloin Stockade now
hiring experienced grill
cook. Please apply In
person.
NURSING
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing
and Rehabilitation
RN/LPN/CNA
Positions are available
A current Kentucky
nursing license or
nursing assistant
certification is required
Long term care
experience is preferred. We offer competitive pay and benefits with a focus on
continuing education
and
professional

$35.00
$63.00

AU Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 me._
6 mo.
1 yr...4145.110

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
St Address
City
State

Mail this coupon 'A 1lb payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
It al 1270i
753-1916

MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove. refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WANTED: funk car &
ruck batteries. Top
lances paid.
(270)759-9694

15' x 4. Round metal
frame pool. Includes
Pool. filter pump. ladder.skimmer,vaccuurn,
used
one season.
$130.00, Installation
$75 00. 270-978-7255
32" RCA, three years
old. $75. Maytag dryer.
works great. $75.
293-3109,
7'X7' Marlboro tent.
coleman 30. EL sleeping bag, full size
matress and pump
Barely used $95 00
270-978-7255

CLAssitioN

Murray Ledger & 'limes

rli usrness

Help Waneed

Opportunity
10 Temporary Farm Workers needed.
Employer Chad Wilson - Hickman Co. KY.
Tobacco. & Alternative Work_ Employment
Dates: 05/10/11 - 02128/12. Wage of
$9.48/hr. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to non commuting workers
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY Office of Employment
& Training Division of Workforce &
Employment Services Office referencing the
job order #KY0423045.

14 Temporary Farm Workers needed
Employer: Millers Sons Tobacco - Graves Co,
KY. Tobacco, Straw/Hay
Greenhouse/Nursery. & Alternative Work.
Employment Dates: 05/15/11 - 12/01111. Wage
of $9.48/hr. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours. Tools provided at no cost Free housing
provided to non commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Apply for this job at
the nearest KY Office of Employment &
Training Division of Workforce & Employment
Services Office referencing the lop order
#KY0423551.

development.
Contact Cindy Ivy
270.443.6543
Cynthia _Ivy@LCCA.co
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, 42001
Visit us online at
LCCA.COM
E0E/M/FN/D
Job #22705
090
Domestic & Childcare
WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean.
References.
978-3583
MOTHER of three
would love to care for
your children in my
nome.
Hazel.
KY
Southwest
School
District. Mon-Fri.
227-2111

CHRISTOPHER'S

COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N-Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161
G.E. 4 cuff refrigerator. garden wagon.
Power Wheels Jeep,
Lawn
42"
Sears
Sweeper. Call
489-2311 after 3-30.

sopliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
220
Musical

100
trainees
Opportunity
PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
selling lot, building,
licenses, fixtures, and
rventory.
Recession proof
business
Historic location
Contact
1241 LIQUORS
at 270-KEG-1241
$300K
120
Computers

11

ing
ing
Its.
ds.
N.

lOw
riU
in

ble
.y

red

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters. dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

ne-

on

oo
oo

00

001
00
.001

-

_

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chestnut St
otatai. Piano, Drums
Voice & More!
Adults Wercome!
Also: DJ & $0i.400
We Train Youth
Handal

(270)978-1961
•- J

2007 Cavalier 16x80
3BR. 2BA. vinyl siding,
nice. 270-489-2525.

14X70 2BR on 1 acre
ot, new carpet. freshly
painted, very clean
Yard mowing included.
No pets. $325 monthly
deposit.
plus
References required.
( 2 70 )6 2 3 - 6 3 1 4 .
(270)994-9158.
BA. New
1
2BR
Concord.
270-977-7881
lhobSe HOMO Lots For Rent

Private Single
Lot. 3 miles
North of Murray.
Septic & Well
$175.00/mo
Lease & deposit
required.
Call 759-1204
after 7:00prn.
Alin=1:••

Articles
For SW
15' x 4' Round metal
frame pool. Includes
pool, filter pump, ladder.skimmeevaccuum,
used one season.
$130.00, Installation
$75.00. 270-978-7255

615 S 12th St Souffleide Shopping Center
For efOrck Saie Ali Shop
.Equipment & Eumistungs •
. 2 Stations 3 Sinks 4 Driers. Shtelvitig,•W

f,urnitii.re. Seating. Rugs Wasnerand Di
..-• , Lighting-with Ceitindfan and Decor
All Like New Ready to Move in or Ot.:
56 nO0 First Crimp,
(731) 697-2397
320
&patterns For Rent -1

151 Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguld Drive
I BR & 28R Apis
270-753-8556
TDB I-800-545-1833
Era. 283
Equaiappor.,,dy
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for I & 2BR units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
Very nice 2BR in quiet
area with outside storage and all apt:glances
Available now,
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W./D.
refrigerator.
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600!mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

2,100 SqFt. 3 office
spaces. 1,000 SqF
storeroom. 1 block
West of court square_
753-8964
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
SF
4/5000
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

ALL NEW Happy Jack
Xylecide. Anti-Funga
shampoo for dogs &
horses prevents ringworm and bacterial
Skin infections without
Orscheln
steroids!
Farm & Home Store
(270(759-8150.
www.kennelvax.com
CORGI puppies, 6
wks., registered, shots
$350 2.70) 205-5784

4BR. brick, 2,790 sett
$95,000
•38R brick, 85,000
1st Ky Really
murrayrealestateforsate.corr
Murras I edger & limes I'll
11,using Sir \otne
511 rt

t',.'tt

uni.Lo

,N1,1 t11.011

fkatr,t,
f• rrmi.,
crm, 3n,
,s

71111i

ton ha•ea

on ra, or'o•r 1,11

•••••••

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m_ M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562 '
J& I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720S. 4TH ST.

1 OR 2br apts. flea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposi
required_ 753-4109.

1BR, price reduced,
locations
various
Coleman RE
753-9898

32" RCA, three years
old. $75. Maytag dryer.
works great. $75.
293-3109.

R-, 2 full bath duplex,
2Ball appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
furnished
water
$600/month, no pets
753-2225

7'X7' Marlboro tent,
coleman 30. EL sleeping bag, full size
matress and pump
Barely used $95 00
270-978-7255

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today
appointment
270-753-2905..

Corner nf 121 5 & Glendale.
IOXIO 525 107E15 540
(270)436-2524
12701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

For Sale Or Lease
4,700 sqtt building with
entrance.
front/rear
Hall block W. of court
square on Main Si
270-293-6692 or
270-293-7952

By paw Grenn
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NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

400 Industrial Road
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-8050 phone
(270) 753-2166 fax
vlassociates@murray-ky.net

Joseph L Sons, KS • C. Thomas Dowdy, PLS
Over 90 years combined experience

Boundary Surveying • Construction Staking • Topographical Surveys
Elevation Certificates • FEMA Applications • Subdivision Layout
2002 Kawasaki 1500
Vulcan Nomad. Low
$5,995.00
mileage.
OSO. 753-0331

Before you build know your boundaries
360

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

We Finance
hollandmotorsalescom

270-753-4461
03 Tahoe 4x4 leather,
moonroof, 3rd row
seats, very option.
NICE. 01 Mustang GT
v-8 adult driven, extra
nice. 978-5655 7599295

Behind Murray Business Center

753-290

mm.r.,11,tatu, or

nattonal
t,oll r,, nikt

or 10,cr-

91

..i 30M eivnere

•

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

5.89 Acres Mostly Wooded City Water
.nciercrounct Utilities Sub-diviclable (up lo 7 l=
Narrow Gate Subdrveion off C049S Campgreu
Deed RestrIcied $45,CO0

(270)705-1780

Santos Offered

H

cc., w v..0
S\ a(,1

\

• weekly & :pedal pickup
• locally ownecLOpetated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

9
ilOPP your stuli:

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawr Service
Adult owned & operated
9'78-5655. 759-9295

2 BR houses Available.
locations.
Various
Coleman RE. 7539898

G&C
STORAGE and

Conceptis SudoKu

Le- -•". SALE

No Pets,
270-753-0728,
270-994-3308

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

SUDOKU

DOG Obedience
(270036-2858

310
Houses For Rant

2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riserfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

ang DuLtle baseo or, a 9.r9 god Nit
s a 'sa"ter-Pia,
several given numbers The °elect is tc place Me nurnberS 1109
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
303 boo contains the same number only once The drIficully level
"at the Concetais Soct00u increases from Monday to Sunday

VI, ASSOCIATES

L1BR, Lease & Deposit

WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
Prices paid.
/2701759-9694
150

FOR SALE
-PERSONA) TOUCH BEAUTY SALON

2009 Brick Home
2,100 SO. FT. 38R
2BA, 1 Acre & Double
Garage, Sun-Room
Scenic Hilltop, private.
1/2Mile to Murray. City
Water & Gas
By
Owner $149,000.
270-519-8570
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
home
in
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision,
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light_ Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 • 3B

We Otfer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
- • Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs Pr4,
-.Horne, Auk.
Carpentry
Motrile Welding
ards, Trim: Molding 8
Much More
. No*Job ToO Srriall

. Jacob
-

Services Offered
WANTED: Apex 40
acres, mostly wooded.
rolling, lake or lake site,
preferably with or without house, country
road frontage.
270-354-5226

1121Lake Property
BRAND NEW
Lake Vacation HOme
On 1.71 AC- $97.500
Includes FREE
Boat Slips
Gorgeous new designer- ready 1952 sqtt
lake home in spectacular park-like setting
near lake. Must see,
Only one. Call now 1800-704-3154, x3648 '
www.kyiakesale.com

lb:count
11:0
11
on the
tou can

most experienced
in Rest Ky.
dn.? Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
Hill Electric
sin, 1980
Res..(om_ & Ind
I R.-en.ed & In.uted '
\ lobs - big or small

753-9562
siis a.hlikle,tr!... coin

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home

Improvement

Oakhill
Dr.,
1414
Campbell
Estates,
145x175ft, perfect for
basement
walkout
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876
MOTIVATED seller has
.5 acre lot for sale within city limits. Southwest
Area 865-525-3181_

Acreage
115 Acres - more or
less - on West State
Line Rd. 71 -TN remainder in KY. Road access
and GREAT woods for
hunting.Some building
sites. 731-498-6117 or
270-227-2301

Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
Aldridge
Mccuiston
Roofing. LLC. Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 293-4020 or
293-1924
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, Reliable,
and affordable Free
estimates
270-293-7220

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pitsing. Scalcoating

ALMO
COMPUTER
REPAIR
.1 abor never
more than $50
*Repair in
48 hours or Inv

(270) 97e-7890
L.
rt,
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FRAME'S TREE
- SERVICE 8
.DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hbur
Emergency Servicc
*Locally owned
•Licenied & Insured
Ron Frame
.
. (270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323 *

FREE
PICK UP

LANDSCAPING
•Mowing Semee
•Mulch
•Lic fertilization
•Sweeinng SerSico•

270-748-8970
From Drywall &
Painting to .
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We CM It Alll
No Job To Smaii,

270-873-9916
- or visit cur website
Mantec.kyisker

resnodellits•cor^
FRI(' t qTe.IATF.;
nrron'c Handwnln

& Hauling
Tors v MIA% IS

270-753-2279
a 19

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner.
Greg Mansfield
12701 293-8480
LAWN Maintenance
Weekly mowing and
trimming Rates starting at $30 00 a week
Call Mike for free pr,
mate
270227-636/'

'reetwhalf Installation

...Seal coat-mg.&
striping .40 yrs nxpiinence

(270)759-0501

270-978-0278

HOMETOWN
THEE SERVICE
. ireeirect
A beeendable
Free Estimates:.
iete StUrriCi

•

•

57:081W:141.
•

HORSE BOARDING
•Stall or pasture
o$115 rno
•Includes has
270-293-7314
270-293-7315

KEY ROOFING.
PAINTING &
REMODELING
5$ We voll save
YOU money S$
Free Estimates
References

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

CIHRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
.• Locally owned

and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic. & Ins
. 270403-1021
270-703-4005
Johtsny O'Bryan

PRESERVE YOUR
msnostes
-Transfer cassette
tapes to CO
*VHS, VHS-C, Hie,
and MiniDV
tapes to DVD
Ctwts Adrens
(270)227-3779
video.inwederet
ocor

David's Home
Improvement
11.(

LAM .
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicurin
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante

753-1816 227-061
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding. firewood, Insured.
489-2839

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

.

-

630

Lawns
mowed
Experienced
Reasooable. Only tak.
mg 8-10 yards Free
estimates. Ken Bucy
753-2643 befor 10p.m.

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. asp
293-8814
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Colby Fox
270-227-3044
LAWN Mowing
Service 17 years
Insured 759-4564

All line
ads placed in
Our

LAWN SERVICE

paper are

•Mowiro •Ternmeig
•Mulching
4.ancscaping

posted on

References Available
(270)2931233
Denham Rowe

our website
for free!

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!
The Murray Ledger & Times wants you to share your photographs of people in our community.
Digital photos: They may be submitted in a JPEG format to composing@murrayledger.com.
Print photos: May he dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040. Murray. KY 42071.

•

COMICS / FEATURES
I Lonely man ready to make
music with bluegrass fan

414 • Mednesdav, March 30, 2011

Looking Back
Ten years ago
'The Murray City ( unit oled
6-3 'Thursday night to name Don
Henry to the Murray-Calloway
Count) Hospital Board of Commissioners
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr and Mrs. Stuart
Harper
The restaurant. Fifteenth & Olive,
is set to serve its first alcoholic
drinks at 5 p.m. today.
Publishedisapictureotworkers ss ith Murray State University
Facilities Management dismantling
the National Boy Scout Museum's
rope course Thursday afternoon.
Twenty years ago
The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad recently honored
Murray Police Department Bill
McDougal, who is retiring from
the department after 24 :tears of
service to the city of Murray.
Yesterday's unexpected wintry
weather caused several accidents
and at least one death in the area,
according to a spokesman from
the sheriff's department.
All activities planned in con'unction with the inauguration of
Dr. Ronald 3 Kurth as the eighth
president of Murray State University on Saturday. .April 27, are
open to the public.
Twenty-seven employees of the
Bank of Mum's were recently recognized and rewarded at a staff
meeting for perfect attendance during 1990.
Thirty years ago
Additional testimony was given
today at the Murray State University Board of Regents hearing
against the school's president. Dr.
Constantine W Curris. Those testifying today include Dr. Marshall
Gordon, vice president for university services and acting president; Murray Mayor Melvin B.
Henley; Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper; Norman Lane, director of the university center for
regional services; and Curris.
Terrie Liles. a 19-year-old special education major from Russellville, was crowned Miss Murray State 1981 Saturday night from

among 14 semifinalists in the annual Miss Murray State Scholarship
DEAR ABBY: I have been marPageant in Lovett Auditorium.
fled for 21 years, and the past
Published is a picture of Billy
eight
or 10 of them haven't been
McAllister. Sean Kochi, Leah
good. I have tried to get my wile
Baust, Beth Rose and Stuart Vance
to
go
camping, out to dinner or
listerung attentively as their Mur•
to bluegrass concerts we both
ray Preschool Corporation teacher
love
1
can't convince her to do
reads a story.
any of these things with me. But
Forty years ago
when her sisControversial New York Attorter calls wantney William Kunstler spoke at Muring her to go
ray State University last night.
somewhere,
Recently reported births include
she's
gone
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Manand stays out
ning; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. BT.
all
day.
Nance; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
About two
Kenneth FAlmonson.
years ago I
Glenn C. Wooden of Murray
started going
was elected president of the Kenout
alone to
tucky Woodmen of the World at
clubs that feathe convention held at Owensture bluegrass
boro. James Harmon. also of MurBy Abigail
music on Friray, was elected treasurer. The
days and SatVan Buren
scrapbook of Sorority 827 of Mururdays. I met
ray won first place in the state.
a wonderful lady at one of them
Fifty years ago
and we have gotten close. I have
Elected as officers of the Caltold her I love her. We have a
loway County Association of Childlot in common, and she cares for
hood Education at a meeting held
me, too. I have not been unfaithat Hazel were Miss Venona Rogers.
ful to my wife, but I don't know
Mrs. Mavis McCamish. Mrs. Earl
how much more I can handle. I
Douglas and Mrs. Charles Robertant lonely and miserable.
son. Mrs. Lottye Sutter directed
Abby, I don't know what to
the program.
do. Please advise before I do
Leah Caldwell of Murray High
something stupid. I'm an avid
School was named to the cabinet
reader of your column and 1 trust
of the Kentucky Youth Assembly
your advice. -- TEMPTED DOWN
held at Frankfort.
SOUTH
Mr. and Mrs Fran Watrous of
DEAR TEMPTED: Marriage
Elizabethtown, spent the weekend
is like a garden. If it isn't tendwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ed and fertilized occasionally, it
Lyons.
withers. It appears you and your
wife stopped communicating not
Sixty years ago
long after your 10th anniversary..
Recently reported births include
Sneaking around is not the
a girl to Mr and Mrs. William
answer to your problem. It's unfair
Rayburn; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
to your wife and to the woman
Leon Collie; and a girl to Mr.
you say you love. So man up
and Mrs. Hughes Edwards.
and offer your wife the option of
The Nashville Chattanooga and
intensive marriage counseling -St. Louis Railway will discontinit you want to save your marue passenger train service between
riage and your assets, that is. But
Paducah and Bruceton, Tenn. This
do not pursue the extramarital
is the line that goes through Murrelationship until and unless you
ray.
are free to do so.
Fryers, fresh dressed, are listed
•••••
at 63 cents per pound in the ad
DEAR ABBY: I have been marfor Garrison's Market this week.
ried to a wonderful guy for four

Dear Abby

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March
30. the 89th day of 2011. There
are 276 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 30, 1981, President
Ronald Reagan was shot and seriously injured outside a Washington. D.C.. hotel by John W. Hinckley Jr.
On this date:
In 1861, the element thallium
was discovered by English chemist
William Crookes.
In 1909, the Queensboro Bndge,
linking the New York City bor-

years, and I'm fortunate to have
nice and caring in-laws. My only
issue with them is the personal
questions they ask -- like how much
money people make.
Abby, they know exactly how
much their children make, as well
as the amount of their son-inlaw's salary. Once I'm out of graduate school and settled into my
career, I know they will ask me.
I feel my finances are my personal business and no one else's
-- especially if my husband and
I are living comfortably. How do
I handle the situation when my
in-laws ask me about my income'?
I don't want to be rude, but
think it's intrusive and too personal. -- NOT QUOTING FIGURES
DEAR NOT QUOTING: Start
now and tell your husband -- if
you haven't already -- how you
feel about questions about how
much people earn. That way he'll
be less inclined to "spill' when
his parents start pumping him for
the information. When they ask
you, say that you are not comfortable with that question because
you feel ,it is too personal. Smile
when you say it, and remember
you are not obligated to answer
every question someone asks of
you.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
estranged from our grandchildren
for nine years. One of them is
now 18 and we would like to
reach out and contact her, but
have no idea how to do it. We
don't know what caused the
estrangement with her parents, but
we have never stopped loving our
grandchildren How do you contact someone who isn't in the
phone book, is of age and across
the country? -- BONNEY JEAN
IN HAWAII
DEAR BONNEY: My heart
goes out to you in this -- I'm
sorry to say -- not uncommon
predicament. A way to locate your
granddaughter would be to do it
via a Google search. I wish you
luck

Murray Ledger & Times

Clicking knees drive
patient crazy
therapy is begun within hour, 01
surgery. As long as you are not
experiencing any pain and are not
oig
su
limitations,
physicalt.g
suffering
beg(A)d
oulany'
y
oushould
gest that you sit down with your
physician and demand answers to
your questions He or she should
explain to you what is happening
and why' he or she thinks it is
normal. If the doctor refuses, seek
out another physician for a second opinion.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 17year-old son has scoliosis. We
have seen a specialist who had
him wear a brace, but he couldn't breathe with it on. I think it's
now time for surgery. but has primary-care doctor wants him to
wait What should we do and how
long should we wait'?
DEAR READER: Children
and teens with mild scoliosis are
often monitored with X-rays periodically to determine whether the
curvature worsens. In many
instances, treatment isn't necessary. A brace will not cure the
condition, nor will it reverse the
curvature, but it may prevent
advancement.
Symptoms may begin during
growth spurts, commonly prior to
puberty. Treatment is on a percase basis. After growth has
stopped, the risk of advancement
of the scoliosis is low. Your son's
bones are likely still growing,
making a brace more appropriate.
There are two types available
The first and most common fits
under the arms and around the
rib cage, lower back and hips.
The second and less popular
because of its bulkiness is a fulltorso brace with flat bars, and
stabilizers for the back of the
head and chin. Either brace should
be worn as much as possible in
every 24-hour period, and children and teens are encouraged to
stay active with exercise and sports.
Your son's doctors are the only
ones capable of determining when
surgery is warranted. Spinal fusion
is not to be entered into lightly.

DEAR DR. GOTT: One year
after having had both knees
replaced, any pain I previously
had is gone. Problem solved? No.
A few weeks (after surgery) that
turned into months, and now one
year later, my knees (both) still
click with every step I take. There
is no pain
involved, just
annoyance.
At times. it
feels as if my
new knees are
rattling
around
in
there.
My
wife and I
enjoy walking
in our development, but it
is driving me
By
nuts. I asked
Dr. Peter GOtt my
doctor
about it, and
his comment is that all patients'
knees click to some extent. My
question to you is. how can I
eliminate or at least reduce this
annoying problem'?
DEAR READER: While I
don't have a ball or X-ray vision,
my first guess is that you are
likely expenencing normal noises. This is because if your knee
replacement were tightened too
much. you would likely experience lost range of motion and
pain. By allowing the device some
laxity, it will allow for a more
normal range of motion without
pain. Clicking and clunking noises are a normal result of this.
Second. your bilateral implants
are composed of metal and plastic that will separate slightly when
you perform such activities as
walking or squatting. This does
not imply that anything went wrong
during the procedure, that it was
done incorrectly, or that anything
is amiss. If you were to experience pain or knee deformity as
well as clicking, it then may signify that the false knee is loosening excessively and may need
attention.
As a general rule. physical

Dr. Gott

Horoscope
oughs of Manhattan and Queens,
opened.
In 1959, a narrowly divided U.S.
Supreme Coon, in Bartkus v. Illinois, ruled that a conviction in
state court following an acquittal
in federal court for the same crime
did not constitute double jeopardy.
In 1986. actor James Cagney
died at his farm in Stanfordville,
N.Y.. at age 86.
In 1991, Patricia Bowman of
Jupiter, Fla.. told authorities she'd
been raped hours earlier by William
Kennedy Smith, the nephew of Sen.

Edward Kennedy, at the family's
Palm Beach estate. (Smith was
acquitted at trial.)
In 2002, Britain's Queen Mother Elizabeth died in her sleep at
Royal Lodge. Windsor. outside
London, she was 101 years old.
Ten years ago: Top environment officials from North. Central and South America ended two
days of talks in Montreal without
a consensus agreement on global
warming.
Five years ago: A cruise boat
capsized off the coast of Bahrain,
leaving 58 dead.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday. March 31, 2011:
This year, you often might have
to repeat actions or statements.
You also might decide to take a
course in communication. Even
with this redundancy, you feel
empowered and capable of realizing what you want. If you are
single, your innate magnetism
seems even more vital, drawing
in many potential suitors. If you
are attached, you become more
dominant, your partner might
need more help than in the past.
Another PISCES reflects your
issues and could make you a little nuts.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive, 3-Average: 2-So-so, 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Do you feel like you are
trying to teach many old dogs
new tricks and getting nowhere
fast? You want to change your
routine but at what cost?
Initiating anything right now is
futile.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You understand where
others are coming fiioni. For
whatever reason, you might feel
like sitting on action. This
approach is more than effective

NI ID I ECP)

: WANT TO NiEAR YOUR'
DEAS ABOUT 14CREASING
^ OUR EARNINGS

by Jacqueline Bigar
in the long run.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Visualize and create
more of what you feel is desirable in ;four daily environment.
Perhaps an extra plant or two is
in order, or perhaps some reorganizing. Listen to suggestions
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Reach out past your
normal boundaries. Test ideas at
the same time: discover where
there might be a fallacy or two.
Consider a course or workshop.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others make demands.
How you handle a personal matter could change if you listen.
Right now, this isn't the best
moment to add in new ideas.
Wait a day, and give yourself
that extra time to think and evaluate.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Togetherness is always
a worthy theme. Everyone has
different comfort levels. as you
understand. Let those around
you express their needs. Don't
just go in and do. which is your
frequent habit.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Focus on one task at a
time. You could be exhausted by
what goes on Let others do
what they want -- they will anyway. Confusion appears to be
the order of the day.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You could be unusually playful, especially as you
sense that little can be done
right now. A meeting could collide with your thoughts. Look for
a midpoint.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
**** Understand your limits,
and don't push beyond them.
Getting what you want accomplished could be an unusual
challenge. Do what you can, as
an underlying theme of chaos
runs through the day.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to
stretch and see why others think
a certain way. You could be confused when dealing with these
people. Even though you are
100 percent sure of a hunch,
leave room to be wrong.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Realize that what is a
"no" right now could change.
Don't get uptight_ Though you
are often the source of excitement, right now others seem to
deliver.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** While others seem to
run in circle,, you stay clear. You
can wonder what is going on all
you want. Instead, just move on
what you think might be possible. Maintain your sense of
humor.

Crosswords

DUST.NC)
HELLO -IT'S IN YOUR SPAM
WHY
DO YOU
FOLDER, IT'S PROM A GUY
THINK 115 IN NIGERIA, AND HE WANTS
A SCAM?
YOUR BANK
ACCOUNT
NUMBER.
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BUT ITS ADDRESSED
*DEAR FRIEND-. -HOW
COULD ANYONE CALL
ME A FRIEND IF IM
NOT REALLY A
FRIEND?

HAVE YOU LOOKED AT i
i:ACEBOOK LATELY? )

L_ COO
AND I WON'T SAlf.
-rktis HOUSE IC DIRTY

BUT I HAVE TO WIPE MY
FEET BEFORE I C•0
OUTSIDE

ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
23
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
37
39
43
44
45
46

Belt settings
Print unit
Strangely wondrous
Without a date
Reply to 'Grams"
Regarding
Just
Dance unit
Stroll
Notre Dame's Parseghian
Fire
USO audience
Try out
Young one
Very bad
Compass dr.
Old photo tint
Fabric worker
Guarantee
National symbol
Singer Ronnie
Take a breather
Fries source
It has its ups and downs
Declared

DOWN
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
AFTER YOU'RE DONE
5AiLIN6 YOU SHOULD
TIE UP YOUR BOAT 50
IT DOESN'T DRIFT
AWAY

9
10
16
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
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33

Tie the knot
Log chopper
Charged bit
Envelope item
Ocean motion
Wound reminder
Bible book
Wee
Purr producer
Hitherto
Canvas holder
Long stories
Native group
Simple
Informal
Computer key
Wildcats
Simile center
Serenade
River part

35
36
37
38
40
41
42

Game callers
Mob action
Make tempura
Summer sign
Plopped down
Pigged out
Peas' place

BERRA
JADES
OCEAN
OPRAH
WHATSTHEUSE
SOD
WIN
BED
TEENS
CATER
YALTA
OWEN
LEAD
BLEEP
JEERS
TRIES
OWN
E
K
PUP
WHATS
YL I NE
LIMIT
LENIN
STENO
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